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'Dr. Young inaugurated today
By MARY JO TAKACH
On Sept. 16 the trustees named a
new president for U-M. Today,
in
an inauguration ceremony, the
appointment of Edwin Young as the
tenth President of the University
of
Maine became official.
Presidents of the colleges and universities of Maine and the Maritime
* Provinces were in attendance,
as
were those of the five land grant
colleges of New England. Governor
John H. Reed spoke briefly at the
televised convocation.
Dr. Young left his position as
Dean of the College of Arts and
Letters at the University of Wisconsin to become Maine's president.
However he is no stranger to the
Orono campus. In 1940 he graduated from U-M with a B.S. in Education. While an undergraduate he
corrected papers for the economics
department and became interested
in the subject. In his senior year he
received a teaching fellowship in
economics and business administration and in 1942 received his Master's degree in that field.
Dr. Young left Maine for a year
to teach at Westbrook Junior College, but returned to assume the post
of assistant professor of economics
until 1947.
In his eighteen -year absence from
Maine, Dr. Young can see many
changes. He cited as the most out-

air

standing the increase in size, the
number of cars, the library, and the
new Union. He thinks the biggest
difference is his point of view. "The
look from this office differs from
that of students. As a student you
are unaware of many different
phases, in the president's office you
are in the heart of it. On a given day
I may be concerned with physical
education buildings, the infirmary,
and facilities for chemical research.
As a student you do not even think
about these things."
Dr. Young was born in Bonne
Bay, Newfoundland in 1916 and
moved to the Bangor area when he
was eight. In 1942 he married the
former Phyllis Smart from LaGrange, Me. Today they have five
children: Jill, 22, is a graduate of
the University of Wisconsin. John,
19, now attends the same school.
Dorothy, 11; Nathan, 8; and Barbara, 2; now live with their parents
in the President's house set on the
University's front lawn.
Doctor Young joined the University of Wisconsin as an instructor of
economics in 1947. He spent the
summer of 1948 at a Harvard seminar of American studies in Salzburg,
Austria. Soon after receiving his
doctorate in economics in 1950, Dr.
Young become active in administrative work. He became part-time director of the School for Workers at

the University of Wisconsin. The
previous summer he had been appointed consultant in industrial relations for U.S. State Department in
Europe and made an assistant professor.
In 1952 he was named director of
the Industrial Relations Research
Center at Wisconsin and in 1953 became head of the Department of
Economics. He spent the school
year of 1955-56 in Belgium studying
the operation of the International
Confederation of Federal Trade
Unions, under the sponsorship of
a Ford Faculty Fellowship.
Beginning in 1957 Dr. Young
headed a cooperate effort between
Wisconsin and Gadjah Mada University in Jogjakarta, Indonesia, to
stregthen the economic department
in that school. He went to Indonesia
to set up the Ford Foundation sponsored program and returned in 1958
to check its operation. In 1960 he
made a tour of the Far East and
later was involved with a vocational
education and economic development program in the Philipines. The
summer of 1961 found him Karachi,
in Pakistan.
In this same year he received an
honorary Doctor of Laws degree
from the University of Maine in
recognition "of his outstanding
achievements in the field of educa(Continued on Page Eleven)
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Drug probe continues;
two students dismissed

by HANK MOODY
Peyote is legal in Maine, but
Two students were dismissed Mon- possession of marihuana carries
a
day, following a ruling by the Com- one to eight year senten
ce. The
mittee on Discipline. Both students seeds have been taken to
a state
were admitted users of marihuana laboratory for observation.
If they
and were denied further access to germinate, the youth faces
prosecuby MARTA HANLEY
for graduates of the Colleges of trary to traditi
on, there will be no the campus after their dismissal. tion by the state.
Commencement exercises for the Arts and Sciences,
and Technology guest speaker. President Young
The
commit
tee's
decisi
on
stemm
ed
The other dismissed student was
, in
class of 1966 will be held on cam- will be distributed
at 2:30 p.m. The explaining the change, cites
the dif- from a raid on one of the student's a chemistry major who lived in a
pus this year. The event, scheduled morning ceremony
will be televised ficulty of securing a noted
Old
Town
apartm
ent.
The raid, dormitory. Authorities have
speaker
for Wednesday. June 1, at 10:45 over WABI-TV.
susIf the exercises with appeal to both parents and
pected for some time that he has
a. m., will take place outdoors at take place outdoo
stu- conducted by state and local police,
rs, guests of the dents. He also feels there is
ielded
peyote
buttons and cap- been taking drugs.
little a
the Alumni Stadium if the weather graduating studen
ts will be admitted speaker can say to a gradua
The drug seizure was followed by
ting sules, and a bag of what appeared
is favorable. In case of rain, two to the stadium
without tickets. class which the students
immediate press publicity, and reacdo not to be marihuana seeds.
indoor Commencement exercises will However, if Comme
ncement should realize or have not already
The raid came as no surprise to tions ran the
been
be held in the Memorial Gym.
emotional gamut.
be held inside, graduates will be told. Instead, each graduate will
re- university officials as they have Some were horrified that the growGraduates of the Colleges of
ceive recognition by walking to the been quietly investigating the possi- ing tentacles of the
limited to five guests each.
drug problem
Business Administration, Education,
platform to receive his diploma. ble existence of drugs on campus had at last reache
d Maine. Others
President Young will confer sevLife Sciences and Agriculture, and
Thus, relatives and friends will for some time. Intensive investigacheered the incident as Maine's
the Graduate School will be award- eral honorary degrees, and will have
the chance to see their sons tion began several weeks ago when debut into the "big time".
ed diplomas at 10:45 a.m. Diplomas speak briefly
a
coed
return
and
ed from the apartment
daughters. This, President
to the graduates. ConOrono is not the only
Young says, is more important than apparently under the influence of state where "Mr. Tambo spot in the
urine Man"
a lengthy exhortation by a guest drugs or alcohol. The Old Town has come peddling
his wares. In
apartment was under twenty-four Portland a
speaker.
number of teenagers
The list of degree candidates is hour surveillance for more than a have been sold "dope
" pills. Later
posted in the lobby of the Memor- month.
investigations showed that the
ial Union. All students whose names
The twenty year old junior who youths had been cheated, for the
are on this list will be expected to occupied
the apartment, was major- pills turned out to be aspirin.
be present at Commencement un- ing in sociol
ogy-psychology and had There is nothing illegal about the
less they have previously been ex- a 3-poin
t average last semester He possession of aspirin, but the decused by their academic dean and a planned
sire for drugs was apparently
to do graduate work.
there
copy of the excuse furnished the
Maine has been rudely awakAccording to friends, the longRegistrar.
ened,
but
residents are beginning
haired ex-student was "intellectuStudents who do not complete al", and "a regula
r guy". He was a to realize there is nothing unique
their requirements for the June former preside
about
the situation. Student use
nt of his fraternity,
Commencement but who do finish
but left office to move into the of hallucinogens has become a
their work before mid-August will apartment.
growing concern of college adreceive their diplomas at the SumFriends assert that he used the ministrations. The problem permer Commencement on August 19, drugs out of
curiosity and to per- haps reached its peak recently
1966.
petrate on himself "mystic, religious when Dr. James L Goddard,
Class Day exercises will be held experiences". They state he sold no Commissioner of the Food and
at 2:00 p. m. on Tuesday, May 31, drugs and had no interest in getting Drug Administration of the U.S.
in the Oval. Parents and relatives other students to use drugs.
Department of Health, Educaare invited. Seniors and their guests
tion. and Welfare. vent out a letAlthough the dismissed student ter to
are invited to attend the Commenceuniversity officials throughment Ball at 9:00 Tuesday evening refuses to give the exact source. out the country warning of the
the
drugs
were
appare
ntly
bough
t increase in illegal drug usage.
at Lengyel Hall.
in Boston. The marihuana was
Hallucinatory drugs, such as
A 29-member committee has bought "dirty
Iv DOG HAS FLEAS—Whilc the judges deliberated at last weeke
",
that
is, it had marihuana, peyote. and
nd's been named by President Young to not been
SD are
I.F.C. Sing. an unidentified entr, scampered on stage and heade
processed for smoking. evidently
currently in favor among
d for make plans for the Alumni Day Friend
s say that when he cleaned some membe
the microphone. The audience hushed expectantly, but Fitlo,
rs of the college set.
evident. events scheduled for Saturday. it,
for some reason he saved the These
Is over
• with mike fright. hurriedly withdrew front competition.
are not considered habitJune 4.
seeds.
(Continued on Page Eleven)
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Lighting of torch begins
Greek Weekend events
VYING FOR THE CROWN—Two of these contestants will be named
Greek God and Goddess at this weekend's festisities. Pictured abose
are Ronnie Iletzel, Joan McDuff. Katie Hall, Sally Shepard. Jim Ward,
John Fahlgren, Michael Casey, Paul Auclair, and Wayne Andrew.

The doctor was discussing
health and hygiene with his
spinster patient.
"Even though you take a
bath every day you can't stay
healthy just by bathing alone."
"Maybe not, doctor," snapped
the lady. -but I'm still going
to bathe alone."

Greek Weekend will start with a
flash when the president of IFC
lights the traditional torch at 5
p.m. Thursday evening. Teachers
and students will then join in the
celebration with faculty dinners at
all the fraternity houses.
Voting for Greek God and Goddess will start at 9 a.m. Friday and
continue until 5 in the Main
Lounge. Those competing for the
title as descendant of Zeus are Jim
Ward, John Fahlgren. Wayne Andrew, Mike Casey and Paul Auclair.

Obscenity, defacement
mark path of vandals
Dunn Hall has been added to the
increasing list of buildings damaged
by vandals. It was estimated that
the damage was done between 3 and
4:30 Sunday morning. One student
who went to bed at 3 a.m. reported
nothing had been done then. Another student who came back at
4:30 a.m. saw the results of the
vandal's work.

and pushed out several of the hall
window screens. Two of the glass
shelves above the bathroom sinks
were broken and a towel rack was
Patient (at lunatic asylum):
ripped from the wall and bent
"We like you better than the
double. The vandals also stole
last doctor we had."
New Doctor: "Why do you
several of the nozzles from the
say that?"
showers.
Patient: "Well, you seem
In the first floor lounge, the oil
more like one of us."
portrait of Charles John Dunn,
Your Trustuorthy Store
The fourth floor suffered the most formerly Chief Justice of the Sudamage. Obscenities were written in preme Judicial Court of Maine and
R
PARK'S HARDWA
& VARIETY
indelible ink on several doors. The Treasurer of the University from
Mill Street
Oi ono. Main.
vandals also ripped the schedule 1909-1923. was defaced with incard holders off councelors' doors delible ink. Professor Hartgen of
the art department believes the damage to the painting is irreparable.
Vernon C. Elsemore. manager of
men's and family housing, indicated
that although responsibility for the
By HERFF JONES
damage hasn't yet been placed.
every effort is being made to do so.

Official U-M Class Rings

Bonnie Hetzel, Katie Hall, Sally
Shepard, Barbara Bickmore and
Joan McDuff are candidates for
Dianna's title.

harness for the annual Chariot
Races. Plans are underway to televise the races. Between heats sorority
games in the best Greek style will
Eight o'clock will find the Greeks be held on the mall. For those who
and their friends gathered in casual prefer more "civilized" sports, a
dress at the Gym for the Greek Ball. versity track meet between Boston
Little John and the Sherwoods, and University and U-M will be held on
the Chancellors will provide the the athletic field at 2 p.m.
The Serendipity Singers will ask
heavenly music. The God and Goddess will be announced at 10:15 and the gods "Please Don't Let the
will lead the dancing until midnight. Rain Come Down" from 8 to 10
pm. in the gym. Joint fraternity
A Greek forum will be held at parties at the houses will pick
up
Hauck Auditorium from 10:00 a.m. where the "Serendip
s" leave off and
until noon on Saturday. Art Mayo, carry on until midnight.
Assistant Dean of Men will be the
Sunday afternoon will find the
speaker.
Greek sisters raising their voice in
A car parade at 12:30 will start song. The traditional Panhellen
ic
off the afternoon's festivities. At Sing at 2 p.m. will bring
a close to
1:00 fraternity men will get in the weekend.

the maine

CALENDAR
FRIDAY
MUAB Movie "The Running
Man," Hauck Auditorium, 7 and
9:30 p.m.
Greek Ball, Memorial Gymnasium, 8 p.m.
Thursday Club Square Dance,
350 Hitchner, 7 p.m.
SATURDAY
Greek Forum, speaker Art Mayo,
Assistant Dean of Men, Hauck Auditorium, 10 a.m.
Chariot Races, the Mall, 1 p.m.
Serendipity Singers Concert, Memorial Gymnasium, 8-10 p.m.

Your Campus Representative

OFFICIAL NOTICE

DANNY HILLARD
Lambda Chi Alpha

Tel. 866-4434

See the Ring Display and Order Yours at the
— MEMORIAL UNION LOBBY —
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.

PRE-REGISTRATION—Dates for pre-registration,
all colleges, for the fall semester of 1966 are:
April 25 to May 14
ALL STUDENTS, undergraduate and graduate.
are expected to register during this period.
IMPORTANT: Check mechanical details of registration with your adviser.

Fidelity Union Life's College
Master Division is moving into
full swing in the New England
states. Fidelity Union expects to
have 250 full time College Master agents in New England by
fall of 1967.
Pictured at left are Harry
Crump, class of 1963, Boston
College, John Inness, a junior
sales assistant trainee, Joe Murray, who will join the Orono office in June, and John Orr, recently retired as U-Mass. basketball coach, to become a regional
adviser for Fidelity Union.
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COME TO PILOTS pp
FOR A SPECIAL id
DINING TREAT 103:
Specializing in
Ocean-fresh Seafoodlh
pp- the way you like it •"''
and Choice Steaks

.4

Just a few minutes
from Orono. Take
Hermon exit off
Interstate Highway 95.
PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING

SUNDAY
Panhellenic Sing, Memorial Gymnasium, 2-4 p.m.
TUESDAY
Poetry Hour, Myrtle Chamberlin
reading her own poetry, Coe
Lounge, 4 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
Space Science
Lecture,
Physics Building, 7:30 p.m.
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U-M coeds elect
new slate,pass
12 o'clock closing
The new A.W.S. president for
1966-67 is Patricia Cocharane. She
is an elementary education major
and will be a senior next year. This
year Pat, who lives in Bangor, was
president of the Off-Campus Women. She is a former Sophomore
Fagle.
The other new officers are: Katie
Thorpe, first vice-president; Cheryl
Conley, second vice-president; Kath
Spaulding. secretary; Andrea Allain, treasurer; Diana Shaw, activities chairman; Pat Kusnierczyk.
law contact; Babs Ryland, chief
justice of judicial board; and Sue
Tibbitts, secretary of the judicial
board.
All of the constitutional amendments voted on were passed. This
means that closing hours for women's dorms will be midnight instead of 10:30, starting next semester. However, gentlemen callers
will still be required to leave the
dorm at 10:30. Seniors will be permitted one o'clock permissions each
semester.

Huge discounts with
the International
Student ID Card.
Student ships for
lively, informative
crossings.
The ID card will save you 60% on air
travel in Europe and Israel. Same
huge savings on hotels, admissions,
meals, trains. A must for travelers.
Student ships offer language classes,
art lectures, international discussion
forums and all the fun of a low-cost
student crossing to Europe.

Can you afford
not to write for details?
Write: Dept. CO, U.S. National Student Association, 265 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y. 10016
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'Foreign policy discussion
slated tomorrow in Hauck
Edgar Comee, a former Maine
newspaperman now on the Information Staff of the Agency for International Development, and two U.
S. State Department advisors, will
speak here tomorrow. They will discuss various phases of American foreign policy. The speakers include
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lderway to tele:en heats sorority
Greek style will
. For those who
ized" sports, a
between Boston
[ will be held on
2 p.m.
Singers will ask
Don't Let the
'from 8 to 10
Joint fraternity
ies will pick up
n" leave off and
tight.
n will find the
tg their voice in
mal Panhellenic
bring a close to

morrow with a question and answer
period following. Dr. Walter Schoenberger, associate professor of government, will moderate and conduct
a dicsussion with each of the three
men prior to the question period.
Leddy is expected to discuss U. S.
Foreign Policy in general. U. S.

RAYMOND LEDDY
EDGAR COMEE
Memorial Gym-

Cornea, Raymond Leddy, Department of State Advisor, Army War
College, Carlisle, Pennsylvania, who
will chair the group; and Peter
Roberts, advisor on Antarctica and
on International Scientific Affairs.
The trio will speak from three to
five p. m. in Hauck Auditorium to-

yrtle Chamberlin
.1 poetry. Co,:

Lecture,
:30 p.m.
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Policy in Latin America, NATO,
and the situation in Viet Nam.
Peter Roberts will talk about the U.
N., its accomplishments and its future, growth of Europe and its prospects. Mr. Comee's talk will center
on Foreign Aid, new directions in
foreign aid, and "can we afford foreign aid?" However, all three men

are capable of discussing any aspect
of U. S. Foreign Policy.
Cornea joined the Department of
State in 1962 as a press officer. In
1962 he transferred to the Agency
for International Development in a
similar capacity. He has served as
deputy chief of its news division
since January, 1964. Travel for AID
has taken Comee to countries in
South Asia and North Africa.
Raymond Leddy entered government service in 1938. He served in
Europe and Latin America from
1940 to 1946 as a Department of
State official, U. S. Naval Officer
and intelligence specialist. Since
World War II he has served
in
Caracas, Buenos Aires, Rio de
Janiero, and Mexico City. He has
been Director of the Office of Central American Affairs at the Depar
tment of State in Washington, D. C.
Roberts became a Foreign Service Officer in 1955. He has subsequently served at the Department
of State in Washington, D. C., in
Seville, Spain, and Puerto La Cruz,
Venezuela. He is a Foreign Affairs
Officer in the Office of International
Economic and Social Affairs at the
Department of State, where he deals
with the problems of internationa
l
scientific organizations.
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Your Headquarters

University receives grants;

For All
331-3 and 45 RPM

The University has received a
grant of $359,327 issued by the Federal government.
As a result of this grant the university plans to offer full-time summer jobs to approximately 285 students. These positions will be open
to students from both the Portland
and Orono campuses. Most of these
jobs will be on campus with university departments but some of them
will be with non-profit private agencies throughout the state.
Through the work-study program
the university also plans to employ
approximately 336 students during
the 1966-67 school year. The bulk of
these jobs will be on-campus positions but some positions will be offered by private agencies. These will
be in the Portland area for UMP

NOTICE
At 7 p. m. on April 26, InterVarsity Fellowship will present a
faculty panel discussion on the subject, "Love God with Your Mind'',
in the Totman Room of the Union.
Participating speakers will be Mr.
Norman Smith, Mr. Stephen MacDonald, Mr. Philip Hamm, and Dr.
Herman DeHaas.
AZIRWTIFirnr.z!Say,

students and in the Bangor area for
students at the Orono campus.
This program is offered to students with a high degree of financial
need as determined by a Confidential
Report filed by the student's parents.
This plan makes it possible for students to earn money to help cover
their educational expenses.
A few weeks ago the University
of Maine also received $104,489
from the government. This money
will be used for Educational Opportunity Grants, and will make
available 261 scholarships which will
average $400. These will be awarded
to students of both campuses on the
basis of financial need.

!'age

Kappa Delta Pi Inducts pledges
Kappa Delta Pi, the national
honor society for the College of
Education, has recently initiated 22
pledges. The new members are
Nancy Cain, Diane Camire, Thomas
Colwell, Harold Russell Cox, Paula
Downie, Sharon Duff, Linda Fales,

Qfleampug Mnuknan

(By the author of"Rally Round
the Flag, Boys.",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

ROOMMATES REVISITED
This morning's mail brought a letter
from a student at
a prominent Western university
(Princeton). "Dear Sir,"
he writes. "In a recent column you
get along with your roommate if said it was possible to
you try hard enough.
Well, I'd like to see anyone get along
with my roommate!
Mervis Trunz (for that is his name
) practices the ocarina
all night long, keeps an alligator, wears
knee-cymbals, and
collects airplane tires. I have tried
everything I can with
Mervis Trunz, but nothing works.lam
desperate. (signed)
Desperate."
Have you,dear Desperate, really tried
everything? Have
you, for example, tried a measure
so simple, so obvious,
that it is easy to overlook? I mean
, of course, have you offered to share your Personna® Super
Stainless Steel Blades
with Mervis Trunz?
To have a friend, dear Desperate, you
must be a friend.
And what could be more friendly
of Personna Super Stainless Steelthan sharing the bounty
Blades? Who, upon enjoying the luxury of Personna,the nickle
ss,scrapeless, tugless, backless, scratchless, matchless
the ease and breeze, the power and comfort of Personna,
glory, the truth and
beauty of Personna—who, I say, after
such jollies could
harden his heart against his neighbor?
—not even Mervis Trunz—especially Nobody, that's who
new Personna Super Blade bringing us not today with the
new highs in speed,
comfort, and durability. And here
still a further bonus:
Personna is available both in Doublis
e Edge style and Injector style.

at

Big Saving

Did you ever
wonder why the
Governor
was
so Fat? He
eats in
Stillwater
Give it a try -Shakes, Burgers, Pizzas
Free deliverv on all $3.00 orderv

No,dear Desperate, your
em with Mervis Trunz is
far from insoluble. In fact, asprobl
roommate problems go, it is
pretty small potatoes. Compare
for example, to the classic case of Basil Metabolism and it,
E.Pluribus Ewbank.
Basil and E. Pluribus, roommate
s at a prominent Eastern university (Oregon) were at an
impassable impasse.
Basil could study only late at night
, and E. Pluribus could
not stay awake past nine p.m. If Basil
the room was too bright for E. Pluribus kept the lights on,
to sleep. If E. Pluribus turned the lights off, the room
was too dark for Basil
to study. What to do?
Well sir, these two intelligent Ameri
can kids found an
answer. They got a miner's cap for
enough light to study by, and still Basil! Thus, he had
the room was dark
enough for E.Pluribus to sleep.
It must be admitted, however, that this
ingenious solution had some unexpected sequelae.
Basil got so enchanted
with his miner's cap that he switched
Century poetry to mining and metal his major from 18th
lurgy. Shortly after
graduation he had what appeared
luck: while out prospecting, he discoto be a great stroke of
question the world's largest feldspar vered what is without
mine. This might have
made Basil very rich except that
y, alas, has yet discovered a use for feldspar. Todanobod
squeezes out a meagre living as ay Basil, a broken man,
stalagmite in Ausable
Chasm.
Nor has E. Pluribus fared consp
icuously better. Once
Basil got the miner's cap, E. Pluribus
was able to catch up
on his long-lost sleep. He woke
after nine days, refreshed
and vigorous—more vigorous, alas,
the afternoon of the Dean's tea. than he realized. It was
E. Pluribus stood in line
with his classmates, waiting to shake
the Dean's hand. At
last his turn came, and E. Pluri
bus, full of strength and
health, gave the Dean a firm hand
shake—so firm, indeed,
that all five of the Dean's knuckles were
The Dean sued for a million dollars permanently fused.
and, of course, won.
Today E. Pluribus, a broken man,
is paying off his debt by
walking the Dean's cat every afternoon
for ten cents an hour.
* ••

GOVERNOR'S
STI1J.WATER

Joseph P. Geraci, Martha Harrington, Mrs. Beryl Hart, John Helmke,
Mrs. Bonnie Hoyt, Robert Lawson.
Melvin Logan, Mrs. Patricia Lynne
Moulton, Margaret Mercer, Gerald
Parmenter, John Randazzo, Sus
Spence, Judith Stockford, Dale Talbot, and Barbara Wing.

Records

OLD TOWN

Three

•1968. Max Mules=

We, the makers of Personna Iliad
and the sponsors of this
column, will not attempt to
expertize about roommates.
But we will tell you about a great
sharing-mate to Personna
—Burma Shame! It soaks rings
around any other lather; it
comes in regular and menthol.

Page Pour
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Freshman coeds tapped
as Sophomore Eagles
Sophomore girls scooted up and
down the corridors of the various
girls dorms Sunday night, tapping
next year's Sophomore Eagles.
Twenty-seven freshman girls had
blue stars placed on their foreheads,
marking them as 1966-1967 Eagles.
These new Eagles are Darcy Bacilli, Janet Beaulieu, Deborah Berg,
Joyann Bergquist, Marvjane Christie, Catherine Corey, Betty Ann
CouIton, Juliette Gagne, JoAnne

ORONOKA RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:00
WEDNESDAY
PRIVATE PARTIES AND
BANQUETS
DANCE TO
NORM LAMBERT
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
"FINE FOOD YOU'LL
REMEMBER"
Tel. 866-2169

George, Bernice Goodin, Andrea
Hayes, Margaret Heyward, Sarah
Herrick, Carroll Johnston, Patricia
Kusnierczyk, Dale Littlefield, Julie
Lomac, Linda Maines, Constance
Merrifield, Linda Milvaney, Darcy
O'Brien, Donna Parker, Patricia
Parmenter, Miriam Sherwood, Kathryn Spaulding, Karen Thurston, and
Wendy Whitehill.

Orono, Maine, April 21, 1966

Maine Day events include
'Spectacular' talent show

Although Maine Day '66 is still
almost two weeks away, "Yadeniam
Four" preparation has already permeated campus life. Mayorality candidates have declared themselves
and talent has been sought among
students and faculty.
The Maine Day Spectacular, a
student-faculty variety show, is the
closing activity for the Maine Day
'66 celebration. Floyd Horn, chairNOTICE
man of the variety show committee,
The Student Action Corps is look- and his committee members
have
ing for help in their Poster Cam- spent eight weeks seeking
talent and
paign. Several people are needed to
organizing the Wednesday night
make posters depicting the famine
program. Final rehearsals begin this
conditions in India, and the nature coining week.
of the under-developed nations in
Entertainment will include Carol
general. Anyone with artistic ability, Smith and Dr. Harvey Ebel,
folk
interest in international affairs, ad- singers; Jenny Broad and
Rainy Edvtrtising or promotion, or who likes
wards, soft shoe rendition; Mr. and
to make posters is welcome. Please
Mrs. George Friend, a reading;
contact: Becky Cummings, BalanVicky Daigle, jazz dance; Cindy
tine; Valery Lamont, Androscoggin: Brown, baton twirling exhibition
; the
Ruth Drake, Hart; Dick Phillips, Chi-O-Tees, singers;
Barbershop
Cabin No. 7: or Mike Beaudion.
Quartet, singers; Barry Roe, folk

singer; Hollie Mudge and Laurie
Galant, dancers; the Seven Follies,
comic singer-dancers; Bruce Flemming, singer; Doctors Cecil Brown
and Frederick Hutchinson, musical
act; and Mike and the Miracles,
band. Dr. Richard Emerick of the
anthropology department will emcee
the show.
Beginning at 7:30 p. m. on May
4 the Spectacular is set to be staged
in the Memorial Gym. Three platforms will surround a central one, on
which Dr. Emerick will be seated.
To enhance the three-stage set-up,
decorations will coordinate three different themes.
Members of the planning committee include Barbara Barth, Mike
Henderson, Carol Full, Bill Devine,
Sally Flamand, Joel Marquis, Chip
Cyr, Judy Whitman, and Rosalie
Fenlason.
Earlier in the Maine Day program
is the climax of the mayorality
campaigns. Final speeches and vot-
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An IDYLLIC SUMMER
for GRADUATE and
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

Study at Wagner College's
scenic,woodland campus
on Staten Island

Enjoy New York City's cultural highlights
...museums, concerts, theatres.
Wagner's beautiful 86 acre hilltop in Staten Island is
conducive to serious study...yet it is only
minutes away from Manhattan and all it has to offer.
Co-ed Liberal Arts summer sessions in 30 major areas of learning—two
of four weeks each begin June 13 and July 11. One credit per week maysessions
be taken.
Campus dormitory living facilities are available.
Credits may be obtained also for 3 special programs: "Exploring Art
July 11-22;"New York City Writers' Conference", July 11-27; and in New York",
"Drama in the Church", June 13-July 1.
Undergraduates may take courses leading to degrees in Bachelor of Arta,
Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Science in Education. Graduat
e students may take
courses leading to Master of Arts, (English, History, Philosophy, Religion
),
Master of Science in Education, Master of Business Administration,
(including Hospital Administration), Master of Science in Bacteriology.

ing will be preceded by a car and
float parade. In addition to the
floats and cars in support of the
various candidates for mayor, marching bands, the Pershingettes, and
the Pershing Rifles will perform in
the parade. Viewing from the library steps will be supplemented by
commentary from a campus celebrity.
Activities are beginning, however,
in advance of the day. Pith helmets,
or Maine Day hats, concert tickets,
and noon barbecue tickets will be
available at the Maine Day booth
outside the Den from 8 a. tn. to 4
p. in. beginning Monday, April 25.
Tickets for the Kingsmen Concert
may be purchased at $1.00 each. For
the noon barbecue, however, tickets
are available for fraternity and offcampus students and faculty free of
charge on a limited number basis.
Tickets for the families of offcampus students and of faculty
members may be purchased at $1.00
each, except for children under five
who will be admitted free. Oncampus students who normally eat
in the cafeterias do not need special
barbecue tickets. Their meal tickets
are sufficient.

Vickie Casey
wins first place
Vickie C. Casey, a vocal education
junior won first place in the Lincoln
County Orchestra Competition last
week. her soprano rendition of
"Pace, Pace" by Verdi and Zueighung by Strauss won her a $250
scholarship and a chance to sing
again with the Orchestra at August
Assembly Concert.
In March she took third place in
the Portland Symphony Orchestra
Competition.
Vickie studied at the prep department of Oklahoma City University,
Oklahoma Christian College, and
Central State College before corning
to Maine. Her husband, an Air
Force Lieutenant, was transferred to
Dow in June.
She spent the summer of 1960 at
Inspiration Point Fine Arts Camp
where she sang the role of Hansel
in the operetta "Hansel and Gretel."
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and played to a full
house in tile gym last Friday night. The girls really
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The main floor gallery of Carnegie Hall is now showing thirty lithographs by the well-known artist
Federico Castellon. The exhibition
was arranged by Sylvan Cole of
Associated
American Artist in
New York.
Castellon, a resident of Brooklyn,
New York, was born in Almeria,
Spain in 1914. He came to the
United States in 1923, and since
has become one of America's most
unusual painters, lithographers, and
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Several cadets have received promotions in the University of Maine
ROTC Cadet Brigade, with the approval of Colonel John S. Gerety,
Professor of Military Science. Those
promoted include:
Richard Leland, Major, Assistant
Supply Officer; David Hall, Second
Lieutenant, Platoon Leader; Gerry
Page, Second Lieutenant, Platoon
Leader; Franklin Walters, Brigade
Sergeant Major; Garland Strang.
Master Sergeant, First Sergeant of
Company "B"; Jan Klisiewiez, Sergeant First Class, Platoon Sergeant,
Company "B"; Robert Farley. Sergeant First Class, Platoon Sergeant
Company "B"; Beecher Washburn,
Sergeant, Squad Leader, Company
"B"; Bruce Hutchinson, First Lieutenant; Arthur Serota, Captain.
The Following Cadets have been
appointed to the grade of Corporal:
Jeffrey Bubar, Dennis Burgess, Paul
Noyes, Peter Radsky, and Stephen
Rideout.
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Campus radio station WMEBFM is now taking applications for
next year's executive staff. These
are all paid positions going from
September, 1966 to June. 1967, and
include the offices of Station Manager, Chief Announcer, Music Director, Student Engineer, News Director, and Director of Promotion
and Continuity. This body of personnel determines the station policy
and programming and supervises
the operation of the station.
Students interested should apply
to: Faculty Managers, WMEBFM, 240 Stevens Hall. Applicants
should state their experience in
broadcasting, course work in broadcasting, and the position they are
applying for. The deadline for applications is April 22. Decisions will
be announced before May 1st.

etchers, winning numerous awards
and prizes. He has gained membership in the National Academy, the
Society of American Graphic Artists, and many others. He was
granted the Spanish Republic Fellowship in 1934, a Guggenheim
Fellowship in 1941 and 1950, and
a National Institutes of Arts and
Letters Grant in 1950.
The Carnegie exhibition is felt to
be unique in many ways. The plates
all protray weirdly shaped people
and dark, ominous, cloud-like backgrounds. The critics say that the
lithographs are Castellon's recollections of his travels in dreams, and
the world of the subconscious. He
is expressing in his own way the
fantastic, mystical lands "where
Alph the sacred river ran, through
caverns measureless to man, down
to sunless sea."

MAINE MASQUE
THEATRE

Hauck Auditorium
8:15 p.m.

MAY 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
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Hauck Aud. Box Office
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Students are assigned
to area teaching teams
Seven U-M students have recently
been approved for the Master of
Arts in Teaching Program, which
the University conducts in conjunction with the Team Teaching Project. The seven students will serve as
graduate assistants in teaching teams
located in six different Maine public
school systems. The students will attend summer school in 1966 and
1967, while serving as full-time
teachers during the school year
1966-1967. As teachers they are under contract to the local school
system and will receive student
teaching grades for the experiences
they receive.

1964 graduate from the University,
will teach in Houlton High School.
Joanne Greenhalgh will be in the
Fairview Elementary School in Auburn. and Marybelle Walsh will be
in the Park Street Elementary
School in Kennebunk. John Gray
will work with the special team for
disadvantaged youth in Rockland
High School.
Dr Stanley L. Freeman, Jr., Director of the Project, has announced
that there are additional openings
for students who may be interested
in the MAT Program at the elementary school level. For information
about the program, students may inquire at 121 Education building.

Mary Ann Belyea and Carolyn
Bridge will be working in the Asa
Adams
Elementary
School in
Orono. Paula Quass will be assigned
to the English department of Orono
High School. Joyce Whitmore, a
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Bach presented
at music recital
Glenna Bradeen, a senior music
major, will present an organ recital
this Friday evening at St. James
Episcopal Church in Old Town.
The program will include Bach's
Toccata and Fugue in D minor
and three choral preludes, Sonata
No. 6 by Mendelsohn. and five
pieces by contemporary composers.
The recital begins at 8:00 p.m.
Anyone needing transportation
should meet in the lobby of Lord
Hall by 7:30.
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A FANTASTICK TABLEAU—Student actors run
through their paces in preparation for Maine
Masque's final production of the year. Iluman
trees and a narrator perched on a ladder are
a

Maine Masque will stage musical fantasy;
Barushok prepares off-Broadway original
By WILLIAM STEELE
The Maine Masque's next production, "The Fantasticks," which
opens on May 3 and runs through
May 7, is a musical comedy which
originated in a small off-Broadway
theatre in New York, and within a
year was being produced in fourteen
languages all over the world.
It should not be thought that the
Greenwich Village origin of "The
Fantasticks" marks it as being grim,
avant-garde, serious, significant, or
even substantial, the characteristics
that were once synonymous with
any show that originated in an off
Broadway theatre.
The off-Broadway stages of New
York didn't have room for a lot of

WE SELL THE
TOUGHEST BOOT
EVER MADE!
Chliiikra
: MOUNTAINEER

I

of the
entire second floor
for an even greater selection
of

Sizes 6 to 20 always in stock.

Cutler's extends congratulations to
Misr Ann Fulton,
a state winner in the national Bridallure Contest.

dancing girls, so their absence was
compensated for with more wit in
the plots and songs.
In some cases the off-Broadway
musicals were revivals of previously
big Broadway success.
These musical successes opened
the floodgates. From 1960 onward
the thirty off-Broadway theatres began to be peppered as thickly with
musical frolics as they had once
been with plays of "significance."
"The Fantasticks" came along in
the spring of 1960 to ride the wave
in a new way. It was an original
show, always intended for off-Broadway.

and jocular spoofing of the oversentimental ballads that filled the
juke-boxes, but chiefly "The Fantasticks" was a musical fantasy
about a boy and girl in love, that
told its story for the sake of charm
rather than to raise raucous langths
at outworn cliches of another era.
Thus "The Fantasticks" marks an
epoch. The trend of musicals offBroadway had got under way with
''The Threepenny Opera," which
was a suitable transition piece between the up-to-then customary dour
dramas of off-Broadway, and the
musical gaiety to come. "The Threepenny Opera," for all its "Mack the
Knife" and other haunting Kurt
It had some undertones of irony Weill songs, had a libretto by Berthold Brecht which presented a disillusioned view of mankind, tinged
with acrid, sardonic cynicism. "The
Fantasticks" has no trace of vinegar. Its story has innocence and
frothy lightness and its songs have
jazz rhythms and ballad-lilts. It is
pure entertainment, intended to be
intoxicating and gay.
The Maine Masque production of
the musical will have a few innovations of its own cooked up by director and Associate Professor of
Speech James Barushok and technical director-choreographer Neal
Fenter. The
highly important,
though non-speaking, role of the arranger of props and scenery was
originally a male role in the offBroadway production, but here it
will be played by a girl. Jenny
Broad. The narrator, played by Stephen Files, who originally wandered
all over the stage. will spend a good
deal of time sitting on a ladder to
add variety in the use of levels. One
final alteration will be the use of an
almost bare stage with a small platform for the acting area and the
stage proper for the musical numfeatures:
bers.
Coupon exchange is going on now
10 OUNCE DUCK
through April 27 when tickets go
on sale to the public. It is advised
WATER
that coupon holders turn them in
quickly to assure getting good scats.
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Now that it's "official", congratulations and
best wishes are in order for Dr. Edwin Young,
the tenth president of the University of Maine.
The Board of Trustees and the Inauguration
Committee should be commended for an outstanding program.
Since his arrival, Dr. Young has stressed increased student-faculty contact and more informal discussion on campus. The inauguration program mirrored these attitudes.
A certain amount of tradition is desirable
but in the past much of it has been of negligible appeal to the students. Dr. Young's inauguration has broken the more formal tradi-

tion of the past. Excess pomp was eliminated
and the accent was placed on student partic
ipation.
Informality is fast becoming the "American
way". It is commendable that the Inaug
uration Committee eliminated excess forma
lity
and constructed a program to appeal
to the
majority of the student body.
We hope students took advantage of
outstanding opportunity for enrichment, this
rather
than hotfooting it to Bar Harbor. Enrol
is constantly expanding and student-facultlment
y activities become harder and harder to
arrange.
Only by showing their interest in these
ties can students hope to have them contiactivinued.

Proper atmosphere

Mainea

During the recent drugs incident at the Unitruth for the whole. Because two students
versity of Maine, speculations ran wild. Rumor
connected with drugs does not indicate were
had it that 50 coeds and 75 men were involved
non-Mainers are addicted to hallucthat all
in LSD parties. Students racked their brains in
inatory
drugs.
search of some small thing they might have
The fallacy can easily be shown by study
done which would now incriminate them in
a list of campus organizations. The presid ing
something they had not known existed.
ents
of the freshman and junior classes, the
The University was characteristically vague
Sophomore Owls and the Senior Skulls; Delta
about the situation, keeping mute except to say
Delta, Lambda Chi Alpha, Sigma Alpha Tau
that they had been aware of the investigation
Epsilon and Tau Kappa Epsilon frater
concerning illegal drugs.
nities; Phi
Mu sorority and Kennebec and Dunn
On one issue, however, the University took
Halls are
all non-residents of Maine according
a solid stand. According to a Bangor Daily
to the
1965-66 organization list. The chair
News report, "One official said that Maine as
man of
the
Senat
e
Politi
cal Lyceum committee and the
a state did not provide the proper atmosphere
editor of the Prism also live in other
for use by this type of student. 'Most of our
By holding these positions, these out-ofstates.
kids are too smart to fall into that kind of
-state
stude
nts are proving that they must be doing
trap,' he added.
something right because they have "mad
University officials at Orono said that as far
e the
grade."
as could be determined, anyone involved in
the situation was from out of state and not a
The university official also implied that
other
Maine native."
states provide the correct atmosphere
to breed
young people ready to break the law
Thus far, no one will disclose the identity
and
of the person who damned out-of-state-sturupt the community. He referred to Maine disstudents. He prefers to remain hidden behind the
dents as being "too smart" to have
any
generality, "University official." Whoever made
inclinations. According to an old Amerisuch
can
this statement, however, began with a basic
maxim, experience is the best teache
r.
truth. In this particular situation, the two stualso pertinent to add that naivete often It is
leads
dents involved were not native Maine residents.
one away from the primrose path.
At this point, the basic truth becomes emWe suggest that this University officia
l rebroiled with the fallacy of composition. A
vamp his thinking. State residence
is not a
truth in part is not necessarily indicative of
definitive molder of character.
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Outside influence
by Joel Rawson
An administrator of an Eastern
state college sat in his office reading reports. The reports were on
male students who had not worn
coats and ties to Sunday dinner. He
was giving every fifth one social
probation.
"We understand that some of
your students were involved in a
narcotics search," he was asked.
"Before I say anything, I want
you to understand that our students
by and large are too smart to get
involved in that kind of thing.
However, some students were involved but only a very small minority." He shut off the tape recorder and grinned.
"How many?" he was asked.
"One," he said and began to fold
the coat and tie reports into paper
airplanes and sail them into a
wastebasket.
"However, I would like to qualify that statement. He was an
OUT-OF-STATE!", student."
Outside in the office an eavesdropping secretary gasped. The dean
looked up with an awed expression
at a picture of the state legislature
in session.

"Let me emphasize that point.
He was an Out-of-State student."
"How did you get wind of this
thing?"
"We got an out-of-state letter that
warned us that student use of LSD,
peyote, marijuana, etc., was on the
increase all over the nation. And
we read about it in Life magazine."
"I see. Where did be get the
drug? I understand he had peyote."
"I don't know. Probably NEW
YORK! Probably smuggled it
through the toll booth at Kittery.
Normally they only let money
through."
"In the student newspaper two
weeks ago there was an editorial
connecting vandalism with a tuition
hike to out-of-state students."
"Yes, I read the editorial." He
looked pleased. "Actually there is
no connection between tuition which
is used solely for academic purposes
and the buildings on campus. The
buildings are financed by other
means."
"Where is the extra tuition money
going then?"
"Oh, to hire more instructors
from out-of-state.-

maine campus

voice of the readers
About drugs

To The Editor:
Students at the University of
Maine have been forced to do some
thinking about hallucinogenic drugs.
I would like to present some of the
information I have been able to
News Editor
gather on this subject.
I will mention LSD-25 only briefly,
Sports Editor
because I hope no student would be
Layout Editors
so lacking in judgment as to exPhotography Editor
periment with a drug known to produce long lasting mental disorders
Copy Editor
Steve Brauer and suicide, intentional or
accidental.
Society Editor
Cookie Wilcox It is so dangerous the only legitimate manufacturer has discontinued
Exchange Editor
Midge McFadden
production on the grounds it is not
Cartoonist
Pam Scott safe enough even for controlled
reEditorial Columni.ts
Phyllis Mayo, Joel Rawson search.
Photographer
Mescaline, the active principal
Al Luce
from peyote cactus, and psilocybin.
staff Reporters
Al Beverage, Jane O'Neill, Nancee
derived from certain mushrooms, are
Tancrech, Marta Ilanley, Hank Moody, Larry Moskowitz, Anna Robin
, just as capable of producing proPat Bradstreet, Janice Good% in, Marge Lipton, Jean Nichols, Carolyn found mental changes. There is a
former student at the University
Palmer, Rick Randazzo, Kent Lundgren
whose father took psylocybin as part
Managing Editor
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Assistant Editor

Congratulations and Best Wishes

of a Mexican Indian ceremonial rite,
and, more than a year later, is still
under out patient psychiatric care
after eight months of hospitalization. He still hallucinates periodically. Peyote, either as buttons or as
mescaline, is more apt to cause
nausea and vomiting. If the drug
can be retained, its hallucinogenic
properties and dangers are similar
to those of LSD-25 and psilocybin.
These drugs are taken because of
their ability to cause hallucinations
—a mental derangement resulting
in the perception of subjects that are
not there or altered perception of
'cal subjects. These alterations can
be in color, form, space, distance,
these drugs produce a chemical intime or tactile sensations. In short,
sanity, hopefully temporary.
One of the long term effects appears to be a blunting of drive and
competitiveness. A student who admits using these drugs, principally
peyote, was potentially bright enough
for graduate school. First, he began
cutting classes on the grounds only

two or three instructors were worth
listening to. Next, he decided he
didn't need to go to graduate school
to achieve understanding of the Universe and his place in it. The last I
heard, he was no longer interested
in any degree. On the basis of extensive research, it has been concluded that no important decisions should
be made by an individual for a
period of three months following a
single dose of LSD-25.
Marijuana is in a class by itself.
It is the great introducer, to both
narcotics and hallucinogens. It produces escape, relaxation and hallucinatory distortion, especially of the
sense of time. Marijuana users who
seek to forget go on to narcotics.
Those who seek hallucinations go on
to other hallucinogens. On the basis
of statements of a former head of
the Public Health Service Hospital
at Lexington. Kentucky. it will be
argued that marijuana is "relatively
safe." It should be remembered that
marijuana was being compared with

(Colabused ces Page MAO
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DAVIS
DRUG
STORE
in
OLD TOWN
for

Opposition to the University's a functioning member of the human
strong determination not to tolerate race.
any drug use of this type is apt to
There is a great deal of dangerous
fall into three main categories:
misinformation, some of it from
I. Opposition will come from physicians, being circulated by so
those who reject any authority, called psychedelic societies. The fact
parental, sociological or legal. Stu- is that what little is known of the
dents in this category will reject my pharmacology of these drugs points
arguments because I represent au- to extreme hazard. Illicit use has
thority.
just about eradicated any possibility
2. Some students will demand that more real research will ever be
to know exactly how these drugs done. Student who are tempted to
work on which cells in the brain. use any of these drugs in spite of the
The fact is, no one can explain danger involved shoo!d remember
that when they are d;scovered, disexactly how even aspirin works.
missal from the University of Maine
•
3. Some students may say, "It's will be automatic.
my life and my brain. I can do with
Graves, M.D., Director
R.
A.
them what I want." Anyone so
Student Health Center
blind to their sociological responsiTo the Editor:
bilities must be treated as a juvenile
•
I am very pleased to see that the
until he learns what it means to be
Campus has taken an interest in the
Course Evaluation project which the
THE NEW
Student Senate has sponsored this
To the Editor.
year. As a member of the commitThis past week-end was one that tee, I would like to offer some exmakes me ashamed to call myself planations which the Campus seems
BANGOR
a Maine student. It began with the to feel are needed in view of last
hootenanny Friday night. Seated be- week's editorial. The editorial stated
NOW PLAYING
hind me were two "little Lord Faunt- first, that we are wasting paper, and
leroys," dressed in their Sunday best second, that this is not a course
YouVe neverEeF d&ster
and looped to the gills. They made evaluation, "but rather a listing of

Needs explanation

Ashamed

BIJOU

b ts crsccri wilderfun!

Attention: Seniors Going To
ele
fej
)
fike

MEDICAL SCHOOL

AND ALL F.4MOUS
SHULTON PRODUCTS

The Nikon Medical Microscope is
guaranteed for 25 years. (So please
don't wait until the last day before
classes to buy yours.)

DAVIS DRUG
ALSO HAS ALL THE
POPULAR
ENGLISH LEATHER
and
CANOE
PRODUCTS TOO

Be compulsive and write us now for
our brochure. You'll learn what to
look for in your microscope.

STARTS SUN., APR. 24

HONOR BLEKMAN
SEAN GARRISON.
Mervyn Ltfloy

UNIVERSITY
Registrar's Office

THE NIKON SBR
MICROSCOPE
Ferranti-Dege. Inc.,
New England's Exclusive Nikon Student Dealer, and
one of the world's
largest.
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Orono, 1

their presence known, showing their
ignorance, by making crude remarks
and generally disturbing all.
From there I went to see the Pandoras—who, incidently, I think are
great—and found the moonshiners
once again dominating the scene.
One beer-foamed, bespeckled clod
was making grabs for the lead singer, while others kept shouting, "Hully Gully Baby," after repeatedly being told that the Pandoras could not
sing that number.
And to the drip who stole my dirty
Maine jacket Saturday night with
a deck of cards in one pocket and
a pack of Viceroys in the other, may
you lose all you own and die of
cancer or creeping crud, whichever
comes first. Maybe Pop is right—
college students, yeck!
Leo Pete

voice of the readers
heroin. It is safe relative to heroin
because it doesn't produce addiction.
Marijuana is capable of producing
profound mental changes and is not,
by any stretch of the imagination,
a safe drug.
In contrast to the previously discussed drugs, amphetamines and barbiturates have legitimate medical
uses. They are used illegally for
"kicks" because they can, in overdosage. produce dissociation from
reality. Recently a young man accused of multiple murders while
under the influence of "goof-balls"
asked, on returning to reality, "What
did I do, rape somebody?"

Orono, Maine, April 21,

MAINE

Be al

A cha

FERRANTI-DEGE, Inc.
1252 Massachusetts Avenue
Harvard Square
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

FINAL

the best courses, in studen
t opinion."
and "ba,
The first criticism is
that students
Finall
would obviously answer
such a quesdent on
tion as, "In general, how
project
was the professor in stimulating
his lecture"
open to
with a superlative reply
(since we
and weli
are evaluating only the
best
may be
ergo, a waste of paper. courses)
But
office. A
we can all recall taking surely
certainly
courses
which we have deemed
this thinj
or "valuable" but which"beneficial"
may have
cy, relia
had a few weak points. It
of the p
the exception. I think, would be
to find a
dents or
course where
everything—lectures, 0 1. taking II
professor, text, readings,
exams, etc.
minutes
—met with the students'
maybe e
Therefore in posing questi approval.
ons which
two at tt
imply a negative as well
as a posia ballot
tive aspect, we hope to
present the
most accurate picture
possible in
our final booklet: we will
thus emphasize those aspects of
the course
which the majority of
students felt
were the most worthwhile.
The second criticism was
To the I
that we
are accomplishing only half
It is t
our
because we are evaluating onlygoal
which wi
the
best courses. The evaluation
pus, be b
will
not be a mere listing—it is
the public
an explanation of why students appreci
of a coll(
ated and recommended the
be knowli
course
(again, the reason for the
that are 1
negative
answers). Secondly, please remem
the greate
ber that this is the first time such
girl friend
a
project has been attempted at
advantage
the
University of Maine. To evaluate
week four
all
courses, to ask students to be frank
Departmei
about courses they felt were a
the many
waste
of time or "gut courses"—as well
foreign pc
as
good courses—would be quite
The gu(
an
undertaking, to put it mildly.
in various
This
committee began its work only a few
cy and ha)
months ago and had to start from
not only
scratch: we knew nothing about
but also
writing questionnaires, tabulating remany trot
sults, or editing the booklet. Thus,
including,
we felt a more limited range of
and Africa
subjects would bring our task into
backdoor,
the realm of feasibility.
This nev
We further felt that it would be )
ty in publi
wisest to do it this way from a
through yc
purely diplomatic point of view. It
inform my
would be rather poor policy in our
first evaluation to come out with
something which "panned" certain
courses. Since it is not our intention
to create any ill feeling, we felt that
professors would be more receptive
to a gradual program of course
Dr. Young
evaluation than one which immediOne of
ately started squelching courses.
events is tt
Next fall we hope to have arrived at
Council soi
a more effective stage of organizascheduled
tion and can then evaluate all "good.'
the mornin

EXAMINATION

SCHEDULE

Py
21 Child Study Lab.
Friday
May 27 at 2:00 pm.
Monday, May 23 to Tuesday, May 31, 1966
Zo
178 General Physiology
Saturday
May 28 at 8:00 a.m.
Zo
354 Advanced Genetics
This schedule is based upon the first
Monday
May 23 at 8:00 a.m.
period on Monday. Wednesday, and weekly meeting of each class. For example, a class which meets the 2nd
Friday is scheduled for examination as of Monda
ferring to the list below, you find this
y, second period. By re-COURSES WITH TWO DIVIS
takes place at 8:00 a.m. on Wednesday, May 25.
IONS OR MORE APPROVED FOR COMBINED EXAM1
necessarily held in the regular classrooms
Examin
for each course. Each student should ascertain fromations are not
6
Ab Dynamics of Human Behavior
the location of the final examination.
his instructor
Tuesday
May 24 at 10:30 a.m.
Ab
24 Sociology of Rural Life
Monday
May 30 at 10:30 a.m.
As
9 Descriptive Astronomy
Monday,
1st period Tuesday
Tuesday
May 24 at 4:15 p.m.
May 24 at 8:00 a.m.
Ay
Monday,
2 Intro. to Anthropology
2nd period Wednesday
Monday
May 23 at 8:00 a.m.
May 25 at 8:00 a.m.
Ba
10 Prin. of Accounting, II. Div. 2 &
Monday,
3rd period Thursday
Wednesday
May 25 at 10:30 a.m.
3
May 26 at 8:00 a.m.
It
Monday,
1 General Botany
4th period Friday
Monday
May 23 at 8:00 a.m.
May 27 at 8:00 a.m.
Ch
Monday,
2 General Chemistry
5th period Monday
Saturday
May 28 at 2:00 p.m.
May 30 at 8:00 a.m.
Ch
Monday,
162 Organic Chemistry Lab.
6th period Tuesday
Monday
May 31 at 8:00 a.m.
May
2:00 p.m.
Ed
Monday,
2 Principles of Economics
7th period Saturday
May
Tuesda
May 28 at 8:00 a.m.
2
24
3 a
y
att 4:15 p.m.
Monday,
Ed
B4 The Teaching Process
8th period Saturday
May
Monda
May 28 at 2:00 p.m.
23
y
at 10:30 a.m.
Ee
2 Basic Circuits Analysis II
May 28 at 8:00 a.m.
Saturday
Tuesday,
1st period Tuesday
Ee
4 int. Circuit Analysis
May 24 at 2:00 p.m.
Wedne
May
sday
25
at 8:00 a.m.
Tuesday.
2nd period Wednesday
Ee
12 Basic Elec. Lab.
May 25 at 2:00 p.m.
May 24 at 8:00 a.m.
Tuesday
Tuesday,
3rd period Thursday
Ee
14
Electr
onics
May
26 at 2:00 p.m.
May 28 at 10:30 a.m.
Saturday
Tuesday,
4th period Friday
Ee
23 Int. to Elec. Machines
May 27 at 2:00 p.m.
May 26 at 8:00 a.m.
Thursday
Tuesday,
5th period Monday
Ee
42
Electri
c
May
30
Machin
at
2:00
ery
p.m.
May 28 at 2:00 p.m.
Saturday
Tuesday,
6th period Tuesday
Ee
43 Electronics
May 24 at 2:00 p.m.
May 23 at 10:30 a.m.
Monday
Tuesday,
7th period Saturday
Eg
2 Engineering Drawing
May 28 at 2:00 p.m.
May 23 at 10:30 a.m.
Monday
Eg
3 Descriptive Geometry
Wednesday.
2nd period Wednesday
May 27 at 2:00 p.m.
Friday
May 25 at 8:00 a.m.
Eg
12 Forestry Drawing
Wednesday,
4th period Friday
May
30 at 8:00 a.m.
Monday
May 27 at 8:00 a.m.
Eg
T2 Technical Drawing
Wednesday,
5th period Monday
Thursd
May
26 at 8:00 a.m.
ay
May 30 at 8:00 a.m.
Eh
1 Freshman Composition
May
Friday
27
at 10:30 a.m.
Eh
Thursday,
2 Freshman Composition
2nd period Wednesday
May 25 at 2:00 p.m.
Friday
27.
227 aittt 1100
0:::3
3
300
0
2
Thursday,
Eh English Composition
4th period Friday
May 27 at 2:00 p.m.
Ma
Friday
Eh
T2 Freshman Composition
Friday,
Friday
5th period Thursday
Fr
2 Elem. French
May 26 at 2:00 p.m.
May 28-at 4:15 p.m.
Saturday
Friday,
6th period Saturday
Fr
3 Intermediate French
May 28 at 2:00 p.m.
May 25 at 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday
Fr
4 Intermediate French
NOTE THE FOLLOWING CLASSES WHIC
May 23 at 2:00 p.m.
Monday
H HAVE BEEN CHANGED FROM REGU
Gm
2 Elem. German
LAR SCHEDULE:
32 Sanitary Engineering Design
Cc
May 24 at 10:30 a.m.
Tuesday
Gm
Monday
4 Intermediate German
May 30 at 10:30 a.m. 336 Boardman
Ce
181 Seminar
May 27 at 4:15 p.m.
Friday
Gm
Tuesday
12 Scientific German
May 24 at 8:00 a.m. 109 Boardman
190 Int. Organic Chem. Lab.
Ch
May 28 at 10:30 a.m.
Saturday
Gt
Thursday
1 Introduction to Government
May 26 at 2:00 p.m. 284 Aubert
290 Organic Qual. Analysis
Ch
ay
s
ISib
y 23
6 at 4
Monday
2:15
00 p.m
.m.
.
Gt
Thursday
2 Introduction to Government
May 26 at 2:00 p.m. 284 Aubert
Ee
T9 Basic Methods of Tech. Comp.
Thursd
ay
Gt
Tuesd
22
ay
Curren
May 31 at 2:00 p.m. 125, 127 Barrow
t World Problems
Fl
166 Teaching of Foreign Languages
May
23
at
Monda
10:30
y
a.m.
s
Gt
36 Communist Governments
May 28 at 2:00 p.m. 203 Little
Gc
7 Computer Programming for Engineers Saturday
May 30 at 10:30 a.m.
Monday
Hy
Wednesday
2 Classical & Medieval Civil.
May 25 at 10:30 a.m. 137 Physics
Hy
120 Modern England
May
Saturd
28
at
10:30
ay
a.m.
Hy
Thursday
4 U. S. History
May 26 at 2:00 p.m. 115 East Annex
124 First Aid
Pe
May 28 at 4:15 p.m.
Saturday
Hy
Saturday
6 Hist. of Western Europe
May 28 at 2:00 p.m. 125 Lengyel
270 Inter. of Health, Phys. Educ. &
Pe
May 30 at 4:15 p.m.
Monday
Hy
Thursday
10
May
Histor
26
y
at
of
Maine
8:00
a.m. 125 Lengyel
Recreation
May 23 at 4:15 p.m.
Monday
Hy
116 History of England
28 at 14:3
ky 2u
?s
mo
Saturday
0:10
5 p.m.
Hy
124 History of Russia
Wednesday
a.m.
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I. and "bad" courses.
Finally, I want to urge every student on this campus to consider this
project with responsibility. We are
open to comments and criticisms
and welcome any suggestions. They
may be sent to the Student Senate
office. A committee of nine students
certainly cannot be expected to carry
this thing through alone; the accuracy, reliability and eventual success
of the program rests with the students on this campus, with their
(11 taking the initative to spend five
minutes answering a questionnaire,
maybe even writing a comment or
two at the end, and depositing it in
a ballot box.
Paula Clough

•
Be aware

THE MAINE CAMPUS
the tennis courts at the Memorial
Gymnasium.
On behalf of the General Student
Senate, I am formally challenging
you to gather a team, if it is at all
possible with what you have to
work with, and meet us on the field
at the above mentioned time and
place. We expect that you will have
to stoop to recruiting from the
women's athletic department, but we
will overlook this in order that a
game may be played. We understand how difficult it would be to
form a team simply within the council. We sympathize with you to such
an extent that we are willing to accept Dean Murray as the umpire.
We feel this is necessary for you, so
that your efforts to play softball
will not be completely in vain.
As we look back on past Maine
Days we see that you have traditionally managed to field a "team."
As we look at your potential this
year, we wonder if you are courageous enough to even try. We do not
want you to feel defeated before
you arrive on the field, but we can
assure you that you are. Having
faith in your courage, however, we
expect that you will accept this challenge. We hope, that you will because we are a stronger team than
ever, and we are looking forward to
soundly defeating the council, as
usual. I am anxious for your reply.

To the Editor:
It is time that a special event,
which will take place on this campus, be brought more effectively to
the public's attention. As individuals
of a college community, we should
be knowledgeable concerning events
that are taking place around us in
the greater world—outside ourselves,
girl friends, and campus. It is to our
advantage that on Friday of this
week four diplomats from our State
Department will speak and discuss
the many sides of the United States'
foreign policy.
John G. Richardson
The guest speakers are specialists
Student Senate President
in various fields of our foreign policy and have the capabiltiy to discuss
not only our policy in Viet Nam
but also our attitudes toward the
many trouble spots of the world,
including, Europe, the Middle East To the Editor:
and Africa, Southeast Asia, and our
As members of the class of 1969.
backdoor, South America
we wish to protest unfair treatment
This newspaper has a responsibility in publicizing this event and it is
through you that I have chosen to
The
inform my fellow students.
PICTURE & GIFT SHOP
Wright E. Faatz
Souvenirs—Novelties
Artist Supplies
Custom Picture Framing
Party Supplies
and
Decorations
Dr. Young:

•
Mistreated

•
A challenge

One of the annual Maine Day
events is the Student Senate-Faculty
Council softball game. This game is
scheduled to be played at 8:30 on
the morning of Maine Day. beside

13 HAMMOND ST.. BANGOR
Maine's Most Complete
Card Shop

-IEDULE
Friday
Saturda}.
Monday

sPPROVED FOR COMBINED EXAM!NATIONS:

Tuesday
Monday
Tuesday
Monday
Wednesday
Monday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Monday
Saturday
Wednesday
Tuesday
iaturday
Thursday
;aturday
‘Ionday
Monday
:May
Monday
Thursday
'riday
7riday
'riday
'riday
,aturday
Wednesday
.fonday
'uesday
.riday
aturday
londay
'hursday
fonday
fonday
aturday
aturday
londay
Ionday
sturday
7ednesday

being shown to us by the women's
housing directors. On April 4, registration began for the 1966 fall semester. After reservations were made
for the class of 1970, the members
of the other three classes were allowed to register in order of seniority. However, it was announced to
the class of 1969 that only those who
want to room in triples would be
allowed to register on April 18th,
the first day of sophomore registration. Students wishing to live in
doubles were not permitted to register until April 19th, and even then
were given no assurance of securing
their desired room. This is clearly
a case of unfair discrimination in
view of the fact that dormitory
space has been reserved for the entire over-enrolled class of 1970.
We would like to offer several
suggestions to alleviate the acute
housing shortage. First, we suggest
that upperclass women be permitted
to live off campus. Second, we suggest that the size of the incoming
freshman class be limited to what
the University can presently accommodate adequately. Third. we suggest that sophomores be given housing precedence over incoming freshmen. Fourth, we suggest that sorority members be permitted to live in
sorority houses. Furthermore, if the
women's housing department does
not find any of these suggestions
feasible, we now offer several others
which might be more suitable:
I. Why not convert Stodder dining room into a massive study hall
for th.: use of those students who

May 24 at 10:30 a.m. 350-52 Hitchner
May 30 at 10:30 a.m. 350-52 Hitchner
May 24 at 4:15 p.m. 120 Little
May 23 at 8:00 a.m. Mem. Gymnasium
May 25 at 10:30 a.m. 22 Wingate
May 23 at 8:00 a.m. Hauck Auditorium
May 28 at 2:00 p.m. See Instructor
May 23 at 2:00 p.m. 328 Aubert
May 24 at 4:15 p.m. Mem. Gymnasium
May 23 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
May 28 at 8:00 a.m. 125, 127 Barrows
May 25 at 8:00 a.m. 125, 127 Barrows
May 24 at 8:00 a.m. 125, 127 Barrows
May 28 at 10:30 a.m. 125, 127 Barrows
May 26 at 8:00 a.m. 125, 127 Barrows
May 28 at 2:00 p.m. See Instructor
May 23 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
May 23 at 10:30 a.m. Mem. Gymnasium
May 27 at 2:00 p.m. See Instructor
May 30 at 8:00 a.m. See Instructor
May 26 at 8:00 a.m. See Instructor
May 27 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
May 27 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
May 27 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
MO2litt 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
May 2frat 4:15 p.m. 130 Little Hall
May 25 at 10:30 a.m. 110 Little Hall
May 23 at 2:00 p.m. Mem. Gymnasium
May 24 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
May 27 at 4:15 p.m. 120 Little Hall
May 28 at 10:30 a.m. 110 little Hall
May 23 at 2:00 p.m. 137 Physics
May 26 at 4:15
Mem. Gymnasium
May 23 at 10:30 a.m. Hauck Auditorium
May 30 at 10:30 a.m. 153 Barrows
May 28 at 10:30 a.m. 153 Barrows
May 28 at 4:15 p.m. See Instructor
May 30 at 4:15 p.m. Mem. Gymnasium
May 23 at 4:15 p.m. Mem. Gymnasium
May 28 at 4:15 p.m. 153 Barrows
Irt 10:30 ELM. 140 Little Hall

Hy
Jr
Me
Me
Me
Me
Me

148
22
21
33
33
50
52

Me

52

Me
59
Ms
1
Ms
3
Ms
6
Ms
8
Ms
12
Ms
19
Ms
22
Ms
27
Ms
28
Ms
29
Ms
49
Ms
150
Ms
151
Ms
153
Ms
T4
My
2
My
2
Nu
2
Ps
2
Py
2
Py
130
Sh
1
Sh
31
Sh
41
Sp
2
Sp
4
Sy
3
Sy
3
Sy
4
4
Sy
Sy
7
Sy
24
Zo 8 & 8a

Hispanic America
Survey of Journalism
Eng. Materials & Metallurgy
Thermodynamics, Div. 1 & 2
Thermodynamics. Div. 3 & 4
Applied Mechanics, Statics
Applied Mechanics, Dynamics.
Div. 1 & 7
Applied Mechanics. Dynamics.
Div. 3. 6 & 9
Fluid Mechanics
Trigonometry
College Algebra
Elem. of College Math.
Structure of Arithmetic
Analytic Geometry and Calculus
Prin. of Statistical Inference
Elem. of Real Number Theory
Anal. Geometry and Calculus
Anal. Geometry and Calculus
Calculus Diff. Equations
Math. for Teachers
Ordinary Diff. Equations
Int. to Matrices & Vector Analysis
Partial Diff. Equations
Basic Mathematics
Modern Society, Div. 1 & 2
Modern Society. Div. 3,6 & 7
Intro. to Nursng
General Physics
General Psychology
Social Psychology
Fund. of Public Speaking
Voice and Diction
Fund. of Interpretation
Elem. Spanish
Intermediate Spanish
Int. to Sociology. Div. 1 & 2
Int. to Sociology, Div. 3 & 4
Int. to Sociology, Div. 1 8c 5
Int. to Sociology. Div. 3 & 10
Marriage
Sociology of Rural Life
Anatomy and Physiology

will be sleeping on the floor of the of Cumberland, Aroostook, and
women's gym?
Hancock were filled, leaving the
2. Why not set up a number of dorms of Corbett, Dunn. and others
tents over the heating pipe which of that caliber. Can't the administracrosses the Mall?
tion see that the year after the
3. Why not catalogue the sopho- seniors leave, the spirit in these
mores in the stacks of the library "flooded" dorms will be gone and
by using their student numbers— that a hall of mostly seniors will
segregated of course?
not partake in campus activities.
We hope that the housing depart- Rather it will be interested only in
ment finds some of our suggestions graduating its occupants. I do not
helpful. Regardless, we have ex- know if this is another scheme to
pressed the opinion of a great many coerce more freshmen into fraterniwomen of the class of 1969.
ties and apartments or not, but this
contrivance demands further investiThe Mistreated 69ers
gation.

•

More insults
To the Editor:
The students residing in dormitories have just been insulted one
more time! First, the 1966 Prism
fails to include hardly a word of
dorm activities, and now the administration is conspiring to ruin
the residence halls by alloting the
choice of rooms on the basis of
seniority.
The Prism, for all its "blank"
pages, did not give coverage to one
dormitory function or even a quarter
of a page to over four thousand
resident students.
Now,the administration has turned
against us too. Instead of having a
quota system for each class, they
allow first choice of residence in the
dorms to next year's seniors with
the idea of letting the juniors and
sophomores take the -leftovers."
At the end of the first week of applications. the preferred dormitories

THE CHALET
Bill Gavett

UNIVERSITY MOTORS
Bill Gavett

TYDOL

CHEVRON

NEXT DOOR TO CAMPUS
ON COLLEGE AVENUE

AT THE ORONO END

The dormitories should certainly
be given more consideration by all.
While everyone is enjoying the barbecue on Maine Day—remember it
is ALL being paid for by us "Dorm
Rats."
Edward E. Ainsworth
Editor's note:
Maine Day hp financed through
the budget of the Student Senate,
which ultiniatelv receives its income from student tuition fees.
These fees are paid equally by
dormitory and fraternity residents.

ja'_2E11
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DIAMOND

RINGS

OF THE BRIDGE
DUPONT POLISHES

SPRING
TUNE-UPS

and
CLEANERS

866-2538

866-2311

WE HONOR YOUR NEW PHILLIPS 66 CREDIT CARDS

SPRING SEMESTER
May 27 at 2:00 p.m. 35 Stevens, North
May 28 at 8:00 a.m. 41 Stevens, North
May 23 at 8:00 a.m. 15 Coburn
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Friday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Tuesday

May 27 at
May 26 at
May 26 at
May 26 at
May 27 at
May 28 at
May 24 at

Monday

May 23 at 8:00 a.m. 137 Physics

Tuesday
Monday
Monday
Saturday
Thursday
Monday
Friday
Saturday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Friday
Friday
Monday
Friday
Monday
Wednesday
Monday
Thursday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Tuesday
Monday
Tuesday
Monday
Wednesday
Saturday
Thursday
Monday
Tuesday

'MOW'
SCANDIA $450
ALSO $250 701975
WEDDING RING 24.75

10:30 a.m. 153 Barrows
4:15 p.m. 22 Wingate
2:00 p.m. 308 Boardman
10:30 a.m. 303 Boardman
10:30 a.m. 303 Boardman
8:00 a.m. 153 Barrows
4:15 p.m. 303 Boardman

_JEWELERS
ORONO

W M EB'
*91.9

May 24 at 10:30 a.m. 304 Boardman
May 23 at 4:15 p.m. See Instructor
May 30 at 2:00 p.m. Mem. Gymnasium
May 28 at 2:00 p.m. Hauck Auditorium
May 26 at 10:30 a.m. 120 Little Hall
May 23 at 4:15 p.m. See Instructor
May 27 at 4:15 p.m. Mem. Gymnasium
May 28 at 4:15 p.m. 350-52 Hitchner
May 26 at 10:30 a.m. Mem. Gymnasium
May 30 at 2:00 p.m. Mem. Gymnasium
May 26 at 4:15 p.m. Hauck Auditorium
May 27 at 2:00 p.m. 202 Education
May 27 at 4:15 p.m. 153 Barrows
May 30 at 4:15 p.m. 130 Little Hall
May 27 at 10:30 a.m. 120 Deering
May 23 at 8:00 a.m. 153 Barrows
May 25 at 10:30 a.m. 153 Barrows
May 23 at 8:00 a.m. 130 Little Hall
May 26 at 10:30 a.m. 22 Wingate
May 24 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
May 25 at 4:15 p.m. See Instructor
May 24 at 10:30 a.m. Mem. Gymnasium
May 28 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
May 25 at 10:30 a.m. Mem. Gymnasium
May 28 at 10:30 a.m. Mem. Gymnasium
May 24 at 2:00 p.m. Hauck Auditorium
May 23 at 2:00 p.m. Hauck Auditorium
May 31 at 10:30 a.m. 137 Physics
May 30 at 10:30 a.m. 137 Physics
May 25 at 4:15 p.m. Hauck Auditorium
May 28 at 10:30 a.m. 120 Ltitle Hall
May 26 at 10:30 a.m. Hauck Auditorium
May 30 at 10:30 a.m. 350-52 Hitchner
May 24 at 10:30 a.m. Mem. Gymnasium

6:00 M. M.
6:55 NEWS HEADLINES
7:00 Monday & Thursday
THIS IS JAZZ
Tuesday and Friday
THE FOLK HOUR
Wednesday
ON BROADWAY
7:45 NEWS ROUNDUP
8:00 Regular Features &
MUSICAL INTERLUDE
9:00 EVENING CONCERT
Thurs. nite—Opera
Fri. at 11:00—International Sounds
11:55 NIG1IT DESK
Free program guides are available
on request:

Students who find they have four examinations in one day should see Miss Taylor in the Registrar's Office NOT
LATER THAN MAY 13.

Come or write to WN1EB-FM at
275 Stevens Hall.

"A Spectrum ot Listening
Pleasure"
BROADCAST SCHEDULE
Monday Thru Friday
P.M.
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Jazz performance termed 'memorable'

By TONY CHAMBERLAIN
About 3 per cent of the students
turned out Sunday afternoon to hear
some of the best musical talent this
side of Boston. The audience was
with it all the way, however, as the
sound of modern jazz slid up the
walls, battered the ceiling and oozed
across the floor of the Main Lounge
at the University Jazztees fourth appearance of the year.
Though missing the services of
their fine trumpet. Gary Corcoran,
the jazzete: Jim Howe on bass, Ron
Nichols on drums. Doug Ronco at
the guitar, Marshall DiMott on sax,
and Harry King at the piano, got
down to business and banged out
a memorable afternoon.
Nichols, the anchorman, attacked
his drums with precision, anger, and

affection, driving the group relentlessly all afternoon. At times he
spun off into high-voltage solos, the
finest of which came in Brubeck's
"Take Five", and "Four", a Miles
Davis number.
Helping Nichols with the rhythm,
Jim Howe, in a torrid love affair
with his big fiddle, peppered the
afternoon with a rather perfect
balance of thump and melody. Some
think the bass is a rather simple and
restricted instrument. They wouldn't
if they'd seen Howe riding the " ATrain", jumping and sliding over
octaves, slapping chords, easing
tones out with a bow, and probably
even kicking the thing in the back
for his effects.
Ronco, having no trouble matching anyone's speed with his single-

new

note style, shifted gears during the
performance to give "A Taste of
Honey", a moody rich piece, cool
around the edges, that came off
wonderfully.
About midway, Ray Clauser stepped in with his guitar and a different style. Soloing while DiMott,
Ronco, and King sat it out, he
played "Gone With the Wind" and
"Little Darlin" among others, in
blue and oval chords, then retired,
having accomplished a masterful
half hour.
DiMott, whose sax apparently
never cooled off after a Saturday
jam session at Pushaw Pond, seemed
to be feeling very sure of himself.
He'd been wheeling through tunes
with his usual artistry, with speed
and control, sounding now like

Paul Desmond, now like Charlie
Parker, and had just retired for a
smoke, feeling pretty happy, when a
little man with a big tenor sax stepped up to blow him off the stage.
Marshall stood up to the threat,
however, and the battle resulted in
a window-rattling rendition of Duke
Ellington's "Perdido", the highlight
of the afternoon.
Perhaps not as good a concert as
their last, and this due to the fact
that Corcoran's absence threw them
slightly off-balance, the group's
mastery of jazz was, nevertheless,
obvious and delightful. The Jazztet
will play later in the spring, and
those who have not yet heard them,
should reserve that date for a terrific musical experience.
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THE VIET•NAM READER.
Edited by Marcus G. Raskin and Bernard B. Fall—
$2.45. An essential collection of articles, documents, and statements.

BEAT THE DEALER by
Edward 0. Thorp—$1.95.
A revised edition of the
enormously successful
winning strategy for the
game of Twenty-One.

GIDEON'S TRUMPET by
Anthony Lewis — $1.95.
The story of Clarence
Earl Gideon, whose Supreme Court petition
changed our criminal
code.

ANTI- INTELLECTUALISM
IN AMERICAN LIFE by
Richard Hofstadter$2.45. A compelling survey of the idea of Intlintellectualism.

WHO
SPEAKS
FOR THE
NEGRO?

GIFT FROM THE SEA by
Anne Morrow Lindbergh
—$1.45. This highly
praised series of essays
is an answer to the conflicts of our times.

VIETNAM: BETWEEN
TWO TRUCES by Jean
Lacouture -$1.95. A
widely acclaimed in.
depth analysis of all
phases of Vietnam.

WHO SPEAKS FOR THE
NEGRO? by Robert Penn
Warren - $1.95. Revealing and sensitive Interviews with Negro leaders and others.

THE GENIUS OF AMERICAN EDUCATION by Lawrence Cremin-$1.65.
The author of The Transformation of
the School discusses purpose in
education.

MANIFEST DESTINY AND MISSION IN
AMERICAN HISTORY by Frederick
Merk-$1.95. A study of public opinion, assessing Manifest Destiny's
role.

TEN KEYS TO LATIN AMERICA by
Frank Tannenbaum -$1.65. An informed and searching analysis of
Latin American history and character.

LAW, LIBERTY AND MORALITY by H.
L. A. Hart-$1.25. A discussi
of
law's function in enforcing the on
moral
convictions of the community.

APOLOGIES TO THE IROQUOIS by
Edmund Wilson -$1.95. An account
of the lively and tragic world of the
modern Iroquois Indians.
THE OYSTERS OF LOChIARIAQUER by
Eleanor Clark -$1.65. A unique and
fascinating account, winner of the
National Book Award in 1965.
THE CONDUCT OF THE CORPORATION
by Wilbert Moore -51.65. An eyeopening look at tne modern busines
s
corporation and the corporate image.
THE DON FLOWS HOME TO THE SEA
by Mikhail Sholokhov-52.45. This
novel concludes the story begun in
And Quiet Flows The DWI.

A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS
by Robert Bolt —$1.45.
The inspiring, prizewinning drama about the
reluctant martyrdom of
Sir Thomas More.

COMPULSORY MIS-EDUCATION and
THE COMMUNITY OF SCHOLARS by
Paul Goodman—$1.95. A challenging
critique of American education.
NE VINTAGE ANTHOLOGY OF SCIENCE
FANTASY-$1.65. Twenty stories by
such masters as Roald Dahl, Ray
Bradbury, and William Styron.
A PRIMER ON EMPLOYMENT AND
WAGES by Walter Galenson-$1.95.
A concise, lively primer describing
labor market economics.

THE ANALYTICAL ENGINE by Jeremy
Bernstein-$1.45. An essay on computers-past, present, and futureby a skilled physicist and writer.
THE MAKING OF THE ENGLISH WORKING CLASS by E. P. Thompson-$2
.95.
A controversial, beautifully written
study. A Vintage Giant.

THE NEW RADICALS. Edited by Paul
Jacobs and Saul Landau—$1.95. A
collection of writings reflecting the
radical mood among today's college
students.

EXISTENCE AND THE EXISTENT by
Jacques Maritain-$1.65. The greatest living Catholic philosop
her outlines his concept of true existenti
alism.

AND QUIET FLOWS THE DON by
M.khail Sholokhov-$2.45. A masterpiece of Soviet literature, by the
1965 Nobel Prize-winner.

Vintage Russian Library
THE IMAGE OF CHEKHOV-$1.95. Forty
stories by Anton Cnekhov, presented
In the order in which they were
written.

Oron(
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RUSSIAN SHORT STORIES: A BILINGUAL COLLECTION (Vol. 1)-51.95.
Five magnificent short stories, II
Russian with English translations.

All of the above .... plus many more
Now available at your ....

UNIVERSITY STORES
"Majoring in Service"
Sce,ing on the Campu.r. of Augusta, AuhurnLes%iston, Orono, and Portland
and elseishere about the state as(ED needs
expand
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by COOKIE WILCOX

Congratulations to the twentyseven new Eagles who were tapped
Sunday night.
Winners of the I.F.C. Sing Sunday night were: Sigma Phi Epsilon,
first place in the small division; and
Delta Tau Delta, first place in the
large division with Lambda Chi Alpha and Theta Chi taking second
and third places respectively.
There is something for everyone
this weekend, ranging from singing
and dancing to chariot racing.
Little John and the Sherwoods
will provide the entertainment for
the Greek Ball, Friday night from
8:00 until 12:00.
Phi Kap and Lambda Chi are
having a combined closed dance
Friday night at Phi Kap. Music
will be provided from 8:00 to
12:00 by the Chancellors.
TEP will hold a Toga Party Friday night. Their passwords will be
"veni, vidi, vice."
The Serendipity Singers will present a concert Saturday, April 23,
from 8:00 until 10:00 at the
Memorial Gym.
Everyone is invited to an open
dance at Cumberland Hall after the
concert. Dick Gleason will be
spinning the records until 12:00.
Saturday night Beta is having
a semi-formal dance from eight
until twelve featuring the music
of Mike and the Miracles.
Sigma Chi is having a closed
dance Saturday night with the
Cobras providing music from 8:00
to 12:00.
PINNED: Pat Arbor, Alpha Chi
Omega to Richard Fox, Sigma Phi
Epsilon; Carli Burke to Bill Colby,
Phi Mu Delta; Linda Holbrook,
Phi Mu to Doug Archer, Tau Kappa Epsilon; Sylvia Sampson, Phi
Mu to lack Hart, Lambda Chi;
Wink Wood to Chuck Schuetz,
Lambda Chi; Gloria Caldwell, Anson, Maine, to Dana Berry, Alpha
Gamma Rho; Sarah Morton to Pat
Corr, Alpha Gamma Rho; Pamela
Heffington to George Cemodanovs,
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
ENGAGED: Karen Mantai, Phi
Mu to Peter Culley, Boston Law
School; Peggy Dorion, New England Deaconess Hospital to Ed
Baum, Sigma Phi Epsilon; Kim
Waddell to Walter Webster, Kappa
Sigma; Mary Fumira, Sigma Sigma
Sigma, University of Massachusetts
to Paul Andrews, Alpha Gamma
Rho; Sue Stackpole to Woody Olmsted; Betty Hall to Doug Dimond.
Theta Chi.
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE: Vespa Scooter, Super Sport 1965 model, very
good condition, reasonably priced.
B. S. Bolaria, 866-2447 or
866-7296.
Moroacva.Es—BSA and Ducati.
Authorized dealer. Holland
Brothers Cycle Center, 5 Maple
Street, Brewer. Tel. 989-3614
or 989-4908. Several new and
used motorcycles in stock.
VISIT Russia. Israel or Israel.
Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Spain,
North Africa. $999.00. Hotels,
meals, sightseeing. Jet round trip
from New York. Sandra Hano,
4548 Banner Drive. long Beach,
Calif. 90807.
SUMMER JOBS IN ALASKA
ARE PROFITABLE. LISTINGS
OF COMPANY NAMES AND
ADDRESSES: $1.00 TO DENIS
RYD1ESKI, C/O E. R. ANUTA, RR 10, LAFAYETTE. IND.
FOR SALE: Columbia Masterworks 4 Speed Hi Fi $20. Call
866-2012,
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* Band makes spring tour;
Jacobs solos on clarinet

dy's

roge Slays

Drug probe continues

(Continued from page One)
forming as are opiate drugs, such
him to a new greatness. Sociologists, dismissed from
the University.
as heroine. Hallucinogens have a who
have recently jumped into the
"Students dismissed under the
The University of Maine Concert
lubilo," by W. Francis McBeth, profound effect on the mind. They scuffle, say that if the drug prob- above policy
will be denied access
Band is going on its annual spring
ILCOX
"Elso's Procession to the Cathedral," give the user what some have lem is to be truly defeated, a case to the campu
tour April 27, 28, 29, 30. Under the
s."
the twentyby Wagner and, "Victory At Sea," termed "super-consciousness". This has to be built against them stronger
According to Dr. Robert A.
direction of George A. Cavanagh, by
super-consciousness reputedly un- than
were tapped
R. Rogers.
the one that has been built Graves, Director
the band will appear in Bangor,
of the student
leashes the mind to its greatest for them.
health center, the university will
Richard Jacobs will be tour solo- capabilities, allovving deep
Brunswick, Lewiston, South Paris,
C. Sing SunselfThe
Univers
ity
of
Maine'
If
s
policy
also make an effort to educate the
ist. Since his arrival in Maine in analysis. It allegedly gives
and Bucksport, Maine.
Phi Epsilon, (
the user toward those caught taking drugs
student body on medical effects of
Mr. Cavanagh recently joined the 1963 he has worked with the Music the ability to see his surroundings
division; and
was
issued
by
the
Commit
tee on drugs.
faculty as Director of Bands and Department as woodwind specialist. in a poetic, mystical beauty, or, on
place in the
Discipline Monday afternoon:
Rumors are flying that there are
Assistant Professor of Music. Before After receiving his B.A. and M.A. a "bad trip", in terrifying ugliness.
nbda Chi Al"All
studen
ts
involved in the still students here that possess
coming to Maine, Cavanagh was degrees from Colorado State Col- Researchers seem to agree that the
and
aking second
non-pr
escrib
ed use of ampheta- use drugs. Mr. Robert
Director of Instrumental Music at lege, Dr. Jacobs served in the Mid- drugs are not habit-forming but
Cobb, Diectively.
mines and barbituates, or in the rector of
West
the
as
Studen
Detroit
a
teacher, clinician, ad- may leave permanent brain damage. use,
t Services, statHigh School and Conductor
for everyone
possession, or transportation ed that these
reports were being inof the Detroit All-City Honors judicator and recitalist. He received
from singing
According to the small trickle of of drugs such as hallucinogen
s,
vestiga
his
ted.
Ph.D. in Music Literature and information
He declined to give adBand.
racing.
emanating from univer- narcotics, or marihuana, will be ditiona
l information.
The Band's tour program will in- Music Education from the Univers- sity authorities, less
e Sherwoods
than
twenty
clude "Mannin Veem" by Haydn ity of Iowa. He will perform "Con- students here have
-tainment for
any connection
Wood, "Chorale for Symphonic certo for Clarinet and Band," by whatsoever with the
y night from
seized drugs.
Band", by Nelhybel, "Chant and N. Rinsky-Korsa
On other campuses hundreds of stukov.
dents are estimated users of "pot".
bda Chi are
rlosed dance
According to Moderator magaKap. Music
zine, a "large mid-western school"
[im 8:00 to
has found the use of drugs so wide(Continued from page One)
•Ilors.
spread that it has started distribuga Party Frition of drugs to undermine the
tion and labor-management rela- able to convey
this excitement to the black market
vords will be
.
tions."
students. He should also show a deDr. Young was appointed Dean sire for researc
Moderator goes on to say that,
h
and
for
work with "judging
gers will preof the College of Arts and Letters graduate student
by all these estimates
s.
ay, April 23,
at the University of Wisconsin in
and by the incidence of drug
From
a
student
, he expects "ex1:00 at the
1963. There he headed a college of citement for
a major field but a will- scandal., it is safe to say that
700 faculty and 15,000 students.
there are few large campuses in
ingness to learn the basic princip
to an open
les the country where less
Dr. Young notices a great differ- in other fields.
than 5%
"
Hall after the
ence in his former duties as dean
of the student body have had
Dr.
Young
on will he
plans no major some experience with
and his new ones as president. "A
marihuana
changes in university proced
Intl! 12:00.
ure or or some such drugs.
dean spends his time with faculty
curric
ulum.
However he would like
ta is having
members and student problems. I
Students take drugs for a numto find new combinations of
from eight
now spend more time with the budexistin
courses to form new programs-- g ber of reasons: adventures, curiosig the music
get, off on speaking trips, and buildsuch ty, rebellion, or. "just for
as one in Social Welfare. He
kicks".
ing projects--none of which are as
to do "what we are doing desires Many read novels by Aldous Huxng a closed
interesting."
now— ley and argue that drugs are
a blessonly better."
it with the
The president misses the role he
ing to mankind, destined to help
ic from 8:00
played in picking teachers. He be• lieves a college professor should be
Alpha Chi
well-trained in his discipline, able to
x, Sigma Phi
get excited about his subject and
o Bill Colby,
la Holbrook,
NOTICE
er, Tau KapThe next reading improvement
ampson, Phi
Plan to bowl in Northeastern Maine's newest
program will begin April 25. It will
/
_ambda Chi;
bowling center. Twelve modern lanes in luxur
meet every Monday and Wednesday
e've even designed a diamond
ious
ick Schuetz,
surroundings featuring all the latest bowling
at 4:00 p. m. for three weeks. This
equip
'aldwell, Aneng
gemen
t ring to resemble the softfragile
program is open to all students free
ment. You'll really enjoy candlepin bowling at
Berry, Alpha
its best
of charge. Interested students may
at
the
new
petals
OLD
ofa new springflower.
TOW
N BOWLING CENTER.
lorton to Pat
sign up at the Testing and CounselRho; Pamela
—
Open
Bowlin
So
the
diamond you show off to the
g, Friday and Saturday Nights —
ing Bureau in the Education buildCemodanovs,
ing. There is room in the course for
185 CENTER STREET
wo IdI won't only be dazzling. But elegant too.
OLD TOWN
about 25 people.
Mantai, Phi
'1, In the new ArtCarved collection,
Boston Law
y
u can choosefrom slim, soaring, majestic
, New Eng)ital to Ed
designs. And is ithout beingfrightened.
psilon; Kim
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ArtCarved settings

Inauguration

hold a diamond so delicately,
it's almost frightening.
N

\

777',

The New
OLD TOWN BOWLING CENTER

Carved'
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Bangor—
CROWN JEWELERS
Belfast—
STOVER'S JEWELRY
Biddeford—
YOU LAND'S DEPT. STORE
Caribou—
JOHNSTON'S INC.
Lewiston—
E. BARIBAULT, JEWELER
Livermore Falls—
SMALL'S JEWELRY STORE
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ARTCARVED JEWELER OR
TORR. N.V. 10017
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Madawaslca—
ROBERTS JEWELRY
Oakland—
LARSEN'S JEWELRY STORE
Presque Isle—
BROWN'S JEWELRY
Portland—
CARTER BROS.
Rockland—
MUSICLAND
Sanford—
EARLE K. HOWE
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Get it done right. Get MAN-POWER ... the new power-packed
aerosol deodorant! MAN-POWER'S got the stepped-up penetration power, the 24-hour staying power a man needs. Goes
on fast ... never sticky ... dries in seconds. Try iti 1.00

ALASKA
ISTINGS
ES AND
3 DENIS
Z. ANUTE, IND.

Master520. Call

SORS, MC., 216 EAST 451.STREET. haw

BY THE MAKERS OF OLD SPICE I SHULTON

•

Your 441 eaiwed dealer
in Bangor is Crown Jeweler,
the store where you are
always treated royally
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Student volunteers
show poverty film

BANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY
14 State Street

Bangor

The U.S. Government Defense
Contract Audit Agency has immediate and urgent need for a large
number of qualified auditors at various locations in Connecticut.
Massachusetts and New York State.
Starting annual salaries range
from $5.181 to $10,619.
A college degree in accounting
or equivalent experience in accounting are basic requirements.
Persons interested should write to
the Boston Region, Defense Contract Audit Agency, 424 Trapelo
Road, Waltham, Mass, for complete
information. Appropriate resumes
should he furnished.
The U.S. Office of Education has
issued a call for National Teacher
FRATERNITY PLANNERS—Paul Andre
Corps volunteers and asked for apws,
Kimball put their heads together to layin Greg Scott, and George plications by May 31. Exper
ienced
g out future plans for the
Greek system at Maine. Last Saturday
teachers and college graduates are
the
committee met at Alpha Gamma Rho for I.F.C. and its executive needed to teach the children of
ima series of workshop discussions. Art Mayo, Assistant Dean of
Men, was on hand to lead the poverished families. Starting by
discussions, which centered on the respon
sibilities of an expanding mid-June. some 3,000 recruits sefraternity system. The day-long sessi
on also included an informal lected from the applicants will
buffet dinner at the fraternity house.
spend eight to 12 weeks of summer
training at colleges and universities.
During the training period, recruits
will attend university courses on the
sociology of poverty and the teaching of educationally deprived children. While in training, they will receive S75 per week plus $15 for
each dependent. Those successfully
completing the training will become
members of the Teacher Corps. On
acceptance by a local school agency. Teacher Corps members will be
paid at the local level of teacher
salaries.
The Office of Education said that
final action on Teacher Corps applications must await Congressional
decisions on the appropriation. Applications are being sought now so
that the Office will be prepared to
proceed with the program as soon
as funds are available. Applications
or requests for information from
volunteers and local education
agencies should be addressed to the
National Teacher Corps. 400 Maryland Ave., S.W., Washington, D.C.,
20202.
Vernon Court Junior College in
Newport. Rhode Island will sponsor
an International Writers' Conference July 5-19 on its Bellevue Avenue campus. The conference will
be staffed by leading professional
writers and guest lecturers. Emphasis will be on seminars and roundtable discussions on enrollees'
work. Persons attending may audit
various facets of the conference or
may submit manuscripts for detailed criticism.

"Drift-along" careers? We don't have
them.
You NA on't find the environment at Sikor
sky Aircraft
conducive to inertia. We earned our reput
ation as a pioneer
and leader in our dynamic, young indus
try by applying a
lot of mental muscle to a bewildering array
of problems.
And being willing to buck the current in
order to go places
is an essential engineering attitude ‘sith
us today.
Are you this kind of young engineer? Willi
ng to wrestle
with new ideas, hard work? Then you
should certainly talk
to us about the opportunities for perso
nal progress and
rewarding professional satisfaction offere
d in our world of
advanced VTOL systems.
The Sikorsky vehicle of today reflects
a startling new technology ... the merging of sophisticate
d electronic systems
with the VTOL airframe to provide
new dimensions in
airborne capabilities. These advanced
VTOL systems are
fulfilling the broadest demands on their
versatility.
... from
space capsule recovery to wide-rangi
ng military and com-

mercial application. As for the futur
e--it's bounded only
by the span of engineering imaginatio
n.
THE RIGHT SPOT FOR YOU? We'll
have it. You'll be
given tough, responsible assignment
s within one of our
small, interdependent groups--working
on demanding problems in such areas as aerodynamics •
human factors engineering • automatic controls • structures
engineering • weight
prediction • systems analysis • operations
research • reliability; maintainability engineering •
autonavigation systems
• computer technology ... among
others.
And your career potential can be incre
ased materially by our
corporation-financed Graduate Educa
tion Program . . .
available in many outstanding colle
ges within the area.
Please consult your College Place
ment Office for campus
interview dates—or—for further
information, write to
Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy, Engineering Perso
nnel.

Sikorsky Aircraft—
)) FIATF FA.). F'Cl.riteroCUT

r

Orono,I

Opportunities

The Student Action Corps is pre- on this subjec
t and suggestions of
senting a program on India and ways
to help will be on display at
other underdeveloped nations this the same
time.
Saturday at the Coffee House.
Volunteers are needed to make
A panel of foreign students will
discuss the poverty conditions in posters communicating the informaAfrica and Asia. This will be fol- tion on famine in India which has
lowed by a film entitled "Secret been assembled and edited. Anyone
Hunger." The film portrays the with artistic ability, interest in in"struggle of people against want and ternational affairs, advertising and
hunger as the pattern of life is promotion, or who likes to make
traced from birth and childhood in posters is welcome.
Latin America, through marriage in
Those interested should contact
Africa, through adulthood in Asia, Becky Cummi
ngs, Balentine; Valery
and old age and final renewal at Lamont. Andro
scoggin; Ruth Drake,
birth in Indonesia."
Hart: Dick Phillips. Cabin No. 7;
Various publications of interest or Mike Beaud
oin.

Complete Office, School, and Drafting Suppl
ies
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"'I Bears start Y-C action;
must hit to beat U-Conn
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THE CAMPUS VOLLEYBALL CHAMPION
SHIP was won by Phi Eta
Kappa, who beat Gannett 3 in the first
three g
s. T'
is running
out in the fraternity di,ision as Phi
Eta leads in the B C. Kent All
l'oint Trophy race.

Huskie lineup has hurnered.
The Bears, on the other hand,
stand 4-3-1. The hitting is Coach
Butterfield's biggest concern. Maine
holds a .174 batting average, but
their opponents are only hitting
.166. Dick DeVarney leads the club
with a .416 average, followed by
Norm Tardiff with a .353 mark. Although Terry Ordway has a 1-2 record, he has a 1.23 ERA. Sophomore
Gordon Engstrom has an ERA of
1.72 in three games.
Even though the hitting is weak,
Coach Butterfield is still confident
that Maine will produce runs
against the Huskies. One indication
is the fine hitting of Kelliher, Sones
and Lanza Saturday against the
freshmen. DeVarney contniued to hit

well. Against U-Conn. the Bears
will try more hit-and-run plays and
utilize the bunt.
"We've got to think in terms of
few runs at a time." Coach Butterfield said ."1 think that in the past
one of our major problems has been
thinking in terms of the bin inning."
Joe Ferris and Terry Ordway,
who both went nine ibnings against
the froth, will be the starting pitchers at Conn. Ferris had his best outing this season against the freshmen,
while Ordway pits hed another good
game, allowing only two hits.
The lineup for the game will be:
Carl Merrill behind the plate, John
Gillette at first, DeVarney at short,
Ferguson at third. and Sone, and
Lanza in the outfield. Perkins,
Pendleton, and Boma are fighting it
out for second base. %slide Kelliher
and Tardiff will probably alternate
in left.

McCall's golfers
well-balanced,
ace player back

ation said that
her Corps apCongressional
opriation. Ap'ought now so
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gram as soon
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The Maine nine enter the Yankee
Conference battle tomorrow against
a strong University of Connecticut
team. As it now stands, the Huskies
appear to be the team to beat for
the Y-C championship. Last year
they tied with Vermont for the Co.
championship.
This year they're just as tough
with a good pitching staff, consisting
of Torn Lawton—the guy who beat
the Bears last year and who finished
the season with a 4-1 record and a
0.36 ERA — Russ Rotko, who
pitched a four-hitter this season
against AIC, and sophomore Ed
Baird, who struck out 11 this year
against Wesleyan while firing a
three-hitter. U-Conn can hit, too. So
far this season, every starter in the
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Coach Brian M(Calt is optimistic
about the oncoming golf season. Although he lost the number one player last year in Tom LaHaise, he regains John Warren as floraei one
man this year. Warren was ineligible
last spring. In addition. six lettermen
are returning this spring: Captain
Jack Tole, Vic Nunan, Len Ladd,
Pete Martin. Bill Blum. and Bob
McGown. The newcomers are Dave
Barbour, Paul Nelson, James Gables,
Bill Nason, Terry Nadeau. and Gab
Turner.
last year's squad finished second
in the State Series and fourth in the
V-C. This year's team has been getting in shape by playing in the
Brunswick Open.
Coach McCall has made his selections for the freshman team. The
ten player squad is made up of Paul
Dailey, John McElwee, Jim Seavey,
Bob Bean, Craig Banton. Norm Dubois, Larry Spiller, Jeff Raymond,
and Steve Snowden.
The freshman golfers who have
shown the most promise to date are
McElwee, Seavey, and Spitler
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How about you ... isn't
it
time you dropped in to
see
Coronet 500 up close? Maybe
it will save you from fal
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Merrill praised by Coach Butterfield

By JOHN TORRONE
Two years ago when Captain
Dave Thompson saw the sophomore
catcher, he %, the first to tag Carl
Merrill with the nickname "Stump."
The name has stuck and so has Carl.

"Carl is the finest receiver we've started catching when he
played for
vince ourselves that we could take a
to the district playoffs and Omaha,
had here," Coach Butterfield said. a Brunswick Little League team.
He
team that played 50 games a season. his time limit for Baltimore
's bid
"He's a great hustler and team lead- loved catching. "A catcher
is just Southern Cal was the fourth game
will have expired.
er. Carl can create enthusiasm and
like a quarterback," he believes. in the quarter
finals. I went two for
Currently the Bears are running
keep the team going."
"The catcher is in on every play and
three that day, doubling in the two
into the same problem they had last
Few players can match Merrill's can see everything. I like to be runs that
won the game in the first
year: weak hitting. "Stump" had
where the action is."
enthusiasm for the game. In the
inning... It was that year that I dethis to say about this year's squad:
lie met a big disappointment his
opener against U-Conn here last
cided to further my career in base"I felt we had the best team in
year, Maine was leading 1-0, late in sophomore and junior years in high
ball. I started to think about the
the Rollins Tourney. Our main
the game. "Stump" was catching
pros."
problem was getting the hits at the
and Ferris was hurling. A U-Conn
The following year, his average
right time. We should have come
batter hit a sharp grounder to secslipped to a .232. Defensively, howhome with a 5-1 record at the
ond--a sure out. The Huskie batter
ever, he was as tough as ever. Noworst. I don't know what's the cause
knew it, too, as he threw his bat in
body has stolen against him. In
of our weak hitting. The opposing
disgust. Merrill, who was hustling to
June, Merrill was drafted by the
pitchers have all been good. But
first to back up the first baseman.
Minnesota Twins:
sse're as good if not better than our
got the bat right above the eye.
"I really don't know what went
past two teams. One thing I am
"Stump" fell to the ground in obviwrong that year. I didn't do any- sure of, though. It's
not lack of
ous pain and with blood flowing.
thing different at the plate and my ability. A good team will
force its
The fans in the bleachers looked on
attitude was the same. The Twins break. And I feel that we
do have
as the University ambulance drove
wanted to send me to their farm
a good team and that we're going
up to take Merrill to the infirmary.
team, but I felt my degree was more
to get those breaks."
As the ambulance pulled away.
important. I said to myself, If I'm
"Stump," afraid that Ferris would
good enough to make the majors
be affected by the accident, rolled
now why shouldn't I be just as good
down the ambulane window.
my senior year. I didn't have a good
Start Greek Weekend
"Go get 'em, Joe, beat 'em,"
year and I wanted to wait."
Merrill screamed.
His sophomore and junior years,
"Stump" was a defensive back
He received one of the greatest
Off right by
rounds of applause this reporter has IN HIS THREE-YEAR career, and a quarterback behind teammate
DeVarney. But this past season,
ever heard for a Black Bear. Eight "Stump" has thrimn out every
baserunner attempting to steal.
Merrill didn't go out for the team
stitches later "Stump" came runtaking your date
ning back from the infirmary to school when Coach Bob St. Pierre for two reasons. First, he believed
watch the end of the game.
played "Stump" at short, instead of that he should devote all his time to
baseball if that is to be his career. A
catcher. It was a strategic move; the
"Sports has been my life," Merrill
to
football injury would jeopardize any
team lacked a shortstop and already
said. "There hasn't been a season I
hope for the pros. Secondly, Carl
had a catcher. "Stump" batted well
haven't been active."
had a knee injury, which was cured
Catching seems to run in the fam- over .300 for the team. Then, in his
last November after surgery.
ily. His older brother caught for a senior year he got the opportunity
CARL "STUMP" MERRILL
Recently, "Stump" has been
year for the Milwaukee Braves. Carl he had dreamed of—catching. Carl
drafted by the Baltimore Orioles in
considers that his happiest year as he
the major league's mid-winter speled the Brunswick High team to the
conference championship. While in cial draft. He has until May 24—
high school, Merrill was also a quar- fifteen days before the next draft—to
UNIVERSITY MOTOR INN
terback for the football team for accept the offer. But if the Bears go
three years, as well as a guard for
Competition is strong on the
Gary Rick, John Palter and Richthe basketball team.
freshman tennis team, as it is taking
Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:
ard Hawkes are battling over the
advantage of the long awaited arriv"Stump" caught for Coach Woody
al of good sseather to prepare for its third and fourth positions, while
Carville's freshman team and hit
first match at Colby on May 3.
Paul Dostie and Tom Pacquette are .420. He also played fullback for the
Although co-captains Red Dangelfreshman football team. Then came
even up for the sixth slot.
(To the tune of "Barbara Fritchie")
mayer and Pete Bowens will be one
the varsity. His sophomore year,
Duncan
Moore,
Larry
Berger
and
and two, Coach Tom Reynolds is
Merrill had four doubles, two triples,
careful to emphasize that it may not Ron Gilbert give Coach Reynolds' two home runs, and a .327 batting
be in that order
average. Those were the famous
squad depth.
"Omaha days":
"The game against Southern Cal
was my best game. We had just
beaten Arizona the day before and
were still trying somehow to con
Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
de riReur for every worthy cause and institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We'd like
Margaret Mercer, a junior, has tion of College
you
Women at SpringIs Your
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this
beer. elected president of the
may
field College.
cause
some
choking
and coughing. So what? It's all in
Women's Athletic Association.
gcod, clean fun. And speaking of good, clean things,
Plans for spring WAA activities
Other officers named were Polly
what about the taste of Sprite? It's good. It's
MADRAS
Dyer. vice president. Susan Green- include a High School Play Day
clean. However, good clean things may not exactly
be
leaf, secretary. and Holly Dunn, May 7 and the annual spring
your idea of jollies. In that case, remember that
recogtreasurer
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tinglin
nition banquet May 11. A dormitory
g,"
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we'd better
MUSTY?
Both Miss Dyer and Miss Dunn softball tourname
nt open to all
qu.tt while we're ahead. So here it is. The Drinkin
and Diane Huse, retiring vice-presi- women students,
g
is in progress and
Song For Sprite. And if you can get a group
dent, were recent WAA delegates to May 9 a
game will be played beSEE
sing
to
it-we'd
be very surprised.
the Northeastern District meeting of tween an
all-college faculty women's
the Athletic and Recreation Federa- team and
Roar, soft drink, roar!
CRAIG The TAILOR
an undergraduate team.
You're the loudest soft driLk
we ever sawr!
So tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
cp,N HEAt i:s.
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
0
Or to bring instant refreshment
Cs
To any campus riot! O00000h-so
Roar, soft drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
C
fizz and gush!
Oh we can't think
Of any drink
Special Representative of
o
That we would rather sit with!
UNDED
Or (if we feel like loitering)
to hang out in the strit with!
Or sleep through English lit' with!
Roar! Soft drink! Roar!
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, SPRITE!
187 Exchange St.
Bangor
942-6741
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Coach Perrone's spirited club
gave varsity squad competition
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By RUSS POTTER
Both the varsity and freshman
baseball squads had a full day Satur6) day as they squared off against each
other for four games. The varsity
won three.
The two teams split the morning
twin bill. Rick Emery's six-hit pitching and Ron Hicks's two-run sacrifice in the tenth inning gave the
freshmen a 5-3 extra inning victory.
The varsity then won 9-5 as Steve

Sones put on a batting show, accounting for eight of the varsity's
runs.
The varsity continued its winning
ways in the afternoon, sweeping
both games by scores of 5-3 and
14-3 respectively, behind the pitching of Terry Ordway and Gordon
Engstrom.
Freshman Coach Ken Perrone was
pleased with his team's showing. He
said that this year's squad has him

Stu Haskell returns;
will replace Curtis
President Edwin Young has
named Stuart P. Haskell business
manager of intercollegiate athletics.
He will succeed Theodore S. Curtis who retires as faculty manager
of athletics on July 1.
Haskell left U-M's Department
of Public Information and Central
Services in July to accept the post
of Director of Public Information
and Coordination of Public Schools
at Evanston, Ill.
In 1957 he was employed by
U-M as assistant publicity director
and associate editor of the Maine
Alumnus.

Neekend
t by
1r date

Haskell worked for the state and

sports desks of the Bangor Daily
News before graduating from Maine
in 1956. The following year he
worked as news editor of the Republican Journal, a Belfast weekly.
In his new position, Haskell will
work with Harold Westerman in
coordinating all intercollegiate programs for the university. Speaking
of the appointment Westerman
said, "Stuart is a tireless worker —
extremely loyal to the University
and alumni. He is a person I feel
will lend a great deal of support
to intercollegiate athletics at Maine.
and I believe we are extremely fortunate in being able to secure him
at this time."

"really enthused." The team is very
spirited and plays well together.
Pitching depth is the only real problem, but the success of the team
depends on whether or not the pitching gels.
The infield is fairly well set with
either Mike Bancroft or Ken Pike,
who has been out for the last two
weeks with a broken nose, at first
base. Coach Perrone is very high on
his double play combination of Bob
Young at second and Charlie Gallant at shortstop. Both of these men
played together at Cony High. The
third baseman is Chet Hubbard. As
infield reserves, Coach Perrone had
Dick Curry, Steve Bonville, Jerry
Goss, Mike Mickeriz, and Bob
Blomquist.
Four players-- Ron Hicks, Pete
Meagher, Bob Russell, and Glen
Bradbury-- have the inside track on
the outfield berths, but Bruce Harvey, Ken Thomas. and Troy Ram.
age are still battling.
The catching position is up for
grabs between Denny Kiah and
Mike Milliken.
Coach Perrone has only a sevenman pitching staff, consisting of
Rick Emery. John Rodgers, Ken
Gailey, Charlie Walker, Brian Howard, Pete Smith, and Ken Pike.
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SPRING FOOTBALL PRACTICE got
under way Saturday. Approximately 80 candidates showed for the first
day of practice. Maine will
have to find many replacements for
some key personnel being lost in
this year's graduating class.

intramural
roundup

By HURRICANE MCLEOD
Phi Eta Kappa, the fraternity
Milian, Art Henry, Howie Lowell,
volleyball champions, defeated the and S. E. White.
Delta Tau's team
non-fraternity finalist, Gannett
3, members were 011ie Pepper, Steve
to capture the campus champion- Guptill, Jerry Robinson, and Vic
ship. They wrapped it up quickly by Nunan. Jay Smith of Phi Kap will
be secretary of the league next seataking the first three games of the
son.
best of five series, 15-13, 15-2, and
On Saturday, the outdoor track door
In the dormitory bowling league,
season, several freshmen are
15-5. The play was about even in the
season will begin with a combina- rated
rolloffs are about to begin after
as standouts by the coach.
the first game, but Phi Eta then anothe
tion varsity and freshman meet here Steve
r successful season of comTurner. who set records in
began to utilize its height advantage
petition. The standings find the
in the football field against Boston the
mile and two mile, is the "top
by setting up 6'5" Guy Strang for Cumber
University.
land "A" team the leader
distance runner the Black Bears
unstoppable spike shots. From then with
The freshman team, like the vars- have
a record of 97-8, followed by
had as a freshman." John
on it wasn't much of a contest.
Gannett with a mark of 81-24.
ity, lacks strength in the weight Dowd
set a new record in the pole CAPTAIN BRUCE HAUC
Other members of the winning
events. Coach Ed Styrna, mentor of vault.
K will
Holder of the high average for
Dave Heward, the squad's top probably play first single
both squads, is on the lookout for sprinte
s tomor- team includes Paul Auclair, Mac the year was
r, and Ed Schmid both broke row at UConn. The
P. Perkins of Cumberteam is suf- MacBride, Pete Wiesendanger
large, strong, well co-ordinated the
, Mike land with a 109.3 mark. The high
old broad jump mark. Schmid, fering from lack
of depth. Hauck Zubko
specimens who can strengthen his a
, Steve Gordon, Doug Avery, single was
very versatile performer who hur- and Emile Swift
posted by B. McCarthy
are the only two
teams.
dles, broad jumps, and high jumps, returning letter
men. The new net and Dave Harnum. Gannett 3 re- of Gannett. a 162 game. McCarthy
"There are boys on campus who was
the team's top point scorer. coach Tom Reynol
present
atives were Paul Tousignant,
ds has a busy
can help," Styrna said.
also had the high three of 406.
Paul LeBlanc and Al Cooper are schedule with
thirteen matches Stan Plisga, Dave Smith, Dick
Of their showings during the in- solid
Members of the Cumberland "A"
runners.
in less than five weeks.
Hawkes, Roy Salisbury, Tins Sawteam included Ed Tansay, Perley
yer, Ahmed Hamid, and Don HitchPerkins. Randy Chretian, and
ings.
Wayne Pratt. Bob McCarthy, Paul
SOFTBALL
Tousignant. Dick Hawkes. and
Roger Clark bowled for the Gannett
Intramural indoor softball comteam this season.
petition got under way in both the
ALL-POINTS TROPHY
fraternity and non-fraternity diviWith only bowling, tennis, and insions this week.
door and outdoor softball results
Fifteen houses have entered teams
yet to be included, Phi Eta leads the
in the first division, while sixteen
field
with a total of 351 points foldormitory teams and University
lowed by Kappa Sig with 318 and
Park make up the field in the other
Phi Mu with 314. Kappa Sig won
The lull before the storm is over. This week
grouping. First round games in this
travels to U-Conn. tomorrow and Rhode Island
the all points trophy last year, but
spring sports officially get under way. The basesingle elimination tournament took
Saturday. Captain Bruce Hauck and Emile
Phi Eta took the honor six years in
place, with the second round schedball, outdoor track, tennis, golf, and sailing
a row before that. It should be
Swift are the only two returning lettermen,
uled
for
early
next
week.
teams all play this week. The overall forecast
This type close between these
two again this
while Otis Davis, a strong candidate for the
of softball differs from regulation
for spring sports is good, with reservations on
fourth position, has been lost with a broken
softball in that there are ten men on year, since Kappa Sigma is usually
two of our teams: outdoor track and tennis.
strong in softball.
a team, and only five innings to a
foot. Sophomore Gordon "Eric" Erickson has
To begin with, the varsity baseball team
game. The ball is both larger and
been playing good tennis and is challenging
opens play in the Yankee Conference at Consofter than the standard model in
for the top singles positions. The new net coach,
NOTICE
order to prevent damage to the gym.
necticut for games Friday and Saturday. Maine
Tom Reynolds, is also in charge of the freshAlso, since all matches are played
will have to come through with some hitting
Studen
man team, which opens at Colby May 3.
ts
are
reminded to particiindoors, the game conditions are difif the team expects to win. The pitching and
Coach McCall and his golfers are also on a
ferent too, with luck playing a big pate in the Course Evaluation Program by completing the questiondefensive play will have to remain tough... .
role.
tight schedule. The team travels to Rhode
naires which they have received and
The frosh team plays at Bowdoin Wednesday.
Island today and will play at Connecticut toBOWLING
depositing them at the Union, LiThe outdoor track team hosts Boston Unimorrow. Outstanding players are John WarIn the fraternity bowling league, brary, or cafeterias sometime tomorversity Saturday at the football field, starting at
ren, who was ineligible last spring, and Captain
Theta Chi is this year's champ, row.
2 p.m. Coach Ed Styrna will have to depend on
Jack Tole.... The frosh play at Colby April
after successfully defending its first
his old "reliables," the players who played on
29.
place finish in the regular season
NOTICE
with a victory in the rolloffs. In
the indoor team. If the cindermen win the Y-C
The varsity sailing team will compete SaturThe
Univers
ity Riding Club will
the semi-finals, Theta Chi beat TKE
and state meet championships this season, it
day at the N.E.I.S.A. Dinghy at Cambridge,
1182 to 1173 total pintail. while meet April 26 at 6 p.m. in the
will be a new university record of six straight.
Mass. Coach Karl Webster will have the same
Delta Tau topped Phi Kap by only Lown Room of the Union.
Styrna has been disappointed by the apathy of
A film
men back who won the Hewitt Trophy, emthree pins. 1135 to 1132. Then in from
the Austrian Embassy entitled
former members who have decided not to go
the finals. Theta Chi crushed Delta
blematic of the Northern New England chamout for the outdoor team this season.... The
Tau 1278 to 1173. The 1278 three- the "Spanish Riding Academy" will
pionship, last fall. Three of the outstanding
frosh team will take on the B.U. frosh Saturday.
string
total was the high by any be shown. Films of the National
skippers of the boats will probably be Charles
The tennis team, working on a tight schedule,
team during the entire season. Theta Horse Show also will he present
Armitage, William Scott, and William Stillman.
ed.
Chi's team consisted of Brian Mc- The meeting
is open to the public.

Trackmen face B.U. squad
in first meet of the season
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It's permanently pressed with
Cen-Dura® by Century! And
Century has a bright, breezy way
with this boy jacket suit . . . in
gloriously stay smooth DovePres. The three-button jacket
closes over an A-line skirt. Colors
are pink and blue. Sizes 8-18.
$21.00.

If You're Looking for Something to Wear —
Come On Up and We'll Pay the Fare.

8(

Number 27

Cen
c Sen
The blazer is a thing of beauty—
a profusion of radiantly Spring
blooms predominately raspberry
or blue. Enhanced with an
Antron@ shell in nine Afferent
fashion shades. The blazer $9.00,
the shell $5.00.

Use Your Coed Charge Account

76-78 NORTH MAIN STREET

A basic fully-lined skirt . .. perfectly interpreted by Century in
DoveIon® — a Dacrone/Avril®
in raspberry, black, brown, and
indigo blue. Match it with this
blouse from Century — a paisley
print with Bermuda collar and
roll-up sleeves. The skirt $8.00,
the blouse $5.00.
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